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ABSTRACT
LEARNING THE STRUCTURE OF BAYESIAN
NETWORKS WITH CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION
FEBRUARY 2010
ANDREW S. FAST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor David Jensen
A Bayesian network is graphical representation of the probabilistic relationships
among set of variables and can be used to encode expert knowledge about uncertain
domains. The structure of this model represents the set of conditional independencies
among the variables in the data. Bayesian networks are widely applicable, having
been used to model domains ranging from monitoring patients in an emergency room
to predicting the severity of hailstorms. In this thesis, I focus on the problem of
learning the structure of Bayesian networks from data. Under certain assumptions,
the learned structure of a Bayesian network can represent causal relationships in the
data.
Constraint-based algorithms for structure learning are designed to accurately iden-
tify the structure of the distribution underlying the data and, therefore, the causal
relationships. These algorithms use a series of conditional hypothesis tests to learn
independence constraints on the structure of the model. When sample size is lim-
ited, these hypothesis tests are prone to errors. I present a comprehensive empirical
vii
evaluation of constraint-based algorithms and show that existing constraint-based
algorithms are prone to many false negative errors in the constraints due to run-
ning hypothesis tests with low statistical power. Furthermore, this analysis shows
that many statistical solutions fail to reduce the overall errors of constraint-based
algorithms.
I show that new algorithms inspired by constraint satisfaction are able to produce
significant improvements in structural accuracy. These constraint satisfaction algo-
rithms exploit the interaction among the constraints to reduce error. First, I introduce
an algorithm based on constraint optimization that is sound in the sample limit, like
existing algorithms, but is guaranteed to produce a DAG. This new algorithm learns
models with structural accuracy equivalent or better to existing algorithms. Second,
I introduce an algorithm based constraint relaxation. Constraint relaxation combines
different statistical techniques to identify constraints that are likely to be incorrect,
and remove those constraints from consideration. I show that an algorithm combining
constraint relaxation with constraint optimization produces Bayesian networks with
significantly better structural accuracy when compared to existing structure learning
algorithms, demonstrating the effectiveness of constraint satisfaction approaches for
learning accurate structure of Bayesian networks.
viii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A Bayesian network is a directed, acyclic, graphical representation of the prob-
abilistic relationships among a group of variables. The network is defined by a set
of conditional distributions that can be used to represent the joint probability dis-
tribution over the variables. The graphical structure of a Bayesian network model
describes, in an understandable, visual manner, which variables have direct influence
on other variables under consideration. Consequently, Bayesian networks have long
been used to encode expert knowledge about uncertain domains [41].
To augment available expert knowledge, many algorithms have been developed
to learn the structure of Bayesian networks from data [16, 18, 25, 44, 85]. When
certain assumptions hold, the structure of Bayesian networks has a causal interpre-
tation [75, 76, 87]. If the structure of a causal model is accurate, it can be used to
predict the effects of manipulations, called interventions, on the system being studied
[75]. Consequently, structure learning of Bayesian networks can be used to identify
actionable knowledge, which is also the goal of the field of knowledge discovery from
databases (KDD) [32, 34].
The focus of this work is developing structure learning algorithms for Bayesian
networks that produce actionable models where the structure of the model accurately
captures the causal relationships in the data. A subset of structure learning algo-
rithms, called constraint-based algorithms, are designed for this purpose. [75, 76, 87].
These algorithms operate in two independent phases [18, 87]. The first phase, called
constraint identification, uses a series of conditional hypothesis tests to identify a set
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of independence constraints on the structure of the final model. The second phase,
called edge orientation, merges the learned independence constraints into a fully di-
rected Bayesian network model. While constraint-based approaches are sound in the
sample limit [76, 87], at more reasonable sample sizes typically encountered in prac-
tice, the hypothesis tests used to identify the constraints are not perfectly accurate,
leading to errors in the learned model structure and incorrect causal conclusions.
The primary innovation of this thesis is the development of new algorithms, in-
spired by constraint satisfaction, that are able to learn more accurate structure of
Bayesian network than existing constraint-based algorithms. Like traditional con-
straint satisfaction algorithms, but in contrast to constraint-based algorithms, con-
straint satisfaction algorithms for learning the structure of Bayesian networks consider
all independence constraints jointly. In the remainder of the thesis, I provide addi-
tional motivation for this new approach to structure learning and show how constraint
satisfaction techniques can produce learned models with significantly fewer structural
errors than existing approaches. Chapters 2 and 3 provide background on Bayesian
networks and motivate the constraint-based structure learning paradigm. Chapter 4
presents an empirical evaluation of existing constraint-based algorithms that shows
false negative errors as the most prevalent error in constraint identification. Further-
more, that evaluation demonstrates that the majority of the false negative errors are
a result of running low-power hypothesis tests and that the existing methods used
for controlling false negative errors are not able to adequately account for all factors
contributing to low statistical power. Chapter 5 considers statistical approaches for
improving the statistical power of constraint identification, including a new approach
based on propensity score matching. The empirical results presented there show that
there is a fundamental trade-off between false negative and false positive errors and
that it is difficult to achieve gains in power without a significant increase in false
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positive errors. Therefore, alternative approaches are needed for improving the rate
of errors.
Constraint satisfaction provides an alternative approach for reducing errors in
structure learning. Constraint satisfaction algorithms use the same independence
constraints as existing algorithms, but exploit the interaction among the constraints
by considering the constraints jointly instead of independently and by using search
in place of deterministic rules. Chapter 6 describes the first algorithm to use con-
straint satisfaction ideas for structure learning. This algorithm, using a constraint
satisfaction strategy called constraint optimization, considers all constraints jointly
and is guaranteed to produce a Bayesian network, unlike existing edge orientation
algorithms. The models learned using constraint optimization meet or exceed the
accuracy of the models learned using the previous approach. Constraint optimiza-
tion alone is not sufficient to reduce errors as the constraints being satisfied could be
incorrect. However, since constraint optimization guarantees that the learned struc-
ture is a directed acyclic graph, it enables other constraint satisfaction approaches
for structure learning.
Constraint relaxation is a constraint satisfaction approach that allows learned in-
dependence constraints to be “relaxed” or corrected in the face of additional evidence.
Combined with constraint optimization, constraint relaxation is a powerful way to im-
prove the accuracy of learned structure. Chapter 7 describes the first algorithm for
constraint relaxation. This algorithm combines multiple structure learning strategies
and unifies constraint identification and edge orientation into a single algorithm. The
result is an algorithm that produces models with significantly higher structural accu-
racy than competing approaches. Implementation of these new constraint satisfaction
algorithms are available in the PowerBayes open-source software package, which is
described in more detail in Appendix B.
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As experimental results throughout the thesis demonstrate, incorporating con-
straint satisfaction approaches into algorithms for learning Bayesian networks pro-
duces significant reductions in error over previous algorithms. The algorithms intro-
duced in this thesis embody two primary strategies for reducing errors in structure
learning of Bayesian networks. First, constraint satisfaction permits the reduction in
errors by incorporating more available information than existing algorithms during
structure learning. The constraint optimization algorithm is the first edge orienta-
tion algorithm to consider all independence constraints jointly. Constraint relaxation
is the first approach to do model selection based on the constraints and simultane-
ously unify constraint identification and edge orientation into a single search process.
Second, these approaches reduce errors by relying on the combination of different,
but complementary, techniques in both phases of structure learning. Additionally,
the constraint satisfaction approaches introduced in this thesis provide an extensible
platform that can incorporate additional advances as they are discovered.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
2.1 Bayesian Networks
Bayesian networks are a concise, graphical representation of a joint probability
distribution P over a set of variables V . A Bayesian network M = {G,Θ} consists
of an acyclic, directed graph G = {V,E} containing vertices and edges and a set
of conditional probability distributions, Θ. The edges of G indicate a dependency
between the variables. Throughout this thesis, I will refer to the collection of edges
in G as the structure of the Bayesian network. The parents of a variable v ∈ V ,
denoted pa(v), are the set of variables that are the source of directed edges pointing
to the variable v. The children of a variable are all the nodes that are pointed to
by edges leaving a variable v, denoted c(v). The neighbors or adjacent variables of a
variable v are Adj(v) = pa(v)∪c(v). For each variable, θv is a conditional probability
distribution defined as the probability P (v|pa(v)). A Bayesian network is compatible
with a distribution P if P can be factored according to the parent relations defined
by the structure of G [75]. An example of a Bayesian network is shown in Figure 2.1
The structure of a Bayesian network also represents the conditional independence
relations among the variables. The correspondence between conditional independence
relations and certain graphical structures is summarized by the d-separation criterion.
Definition 1. (from Pearl [75]) A path p is said to be d-separated or (blocked) by a
set of nodes Z if and only if
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Figure 2.1: An example Bayesian network modeling the relationship between cancer
and common symptoms. Probability distributions are shown in the tables. The
example is due to Pearl [74].
1. p contains a chain i→ m→ j or a fork i← m→ j such that the middle node
m is in Z, or
2. p contains an inverted fork (or collider) i→ m← j such that the middle node
m is not in Z and such that no descendent of m is in Z.
A set Z is said to d-separate X from Y if and only if Z blocks every path from a
node in X to a node in Y. The definition of d-separation matches an intuitive causal
understanding of the edges in the graph.
Pearl [74] gives an alternative, but equivalent, definition of a Bayesian network in
terms of d-separation and a dependency model M . A dependency model is a set of
assertions of the form (X ⊥⊥ Y |Z) indicating that “X is independent of Y given Z.”
A DAG D is a Bayesian network of M if and only if every independence assertion in
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M corresponds to a valid d-separation relationship in D; that is, the global structure
of D is consistent with every local assertion in M .
2.2 Overview of Structure Learning
Given a set of variables V and a dataset D containing independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) instances sampled from an unknown distribution P the goal of
structure learning is to identify a graph G that is compatible with P . To form a
complete model M , an additional step of parameter estimation is needed to determine
Θ from D. Techniques for parameter estimation are generally well-known and will
not be addressed here (see e.g., Heckerman [41] for more details).
The two definitions of Bayesian networks described in Section 2.1 have led to the
development of two broad classes of structure learning algorithms. The first approach,
called search-and-score, searches over possible Bayesian network structures to find the
best factorization of the joint distribution implied by the training data [16, 25, 44].
The model selection criterion is usually a penalized likelihood score such as BIC
[81], AIC [5], or BDeu [15, 44]. The second approach, constraint-based algorithms,
learns the structure of a Bayesian network by first running local hypothesis tests
to identify a dependency model M containing independence assertions that hold in
the training data [18, 75, 87, 96]. The learned independence assertions in M are
viewed as constraints on the final model structure, and constraint-based algorithms
select a model structure that is consistent with those constraints. A third class of
algorithms, called hybrid algorithms, combines techniques from both constraint-based
and search-and-score techniques [2, 96].
The different categories of algorithms were each designed with a particular pur-
pose in mind. Search-and-score techniques are generally very flexible and find high-
likelihood structures but do not enforce conditional independence relationships and
often do not accurately reproduce the generating structure [1, 92]. By constraining
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the space with conditional independence relations, constraint-based techniques are
more efficient and more accurately recover the structure of the generating distribu-
tion but often do not achieve comparable likelihoods with search-and-score techniques
[96]. Unlike traditional search-and-score algorithms, constraint-based algorithms ex-
ist that have been proven to be sound and complete in the sample limit. Hybrid
approaches are designed to take advantage of the power of a constraint-based algo-
rithm but while maintaining the flexibility of a search-and-score algorithm [96].
No matter which approach is taken, finding an optimal structure for a given set of
training data is a computationally intractable problem. Structure learning algorithms
determine for every possible edge in the network whether to include the edge in
the final network and which direction to orient the edge. The number of possible
graph structures grows exponentially with |V | as every possible subset of edges could
represent the final model. Due to this exponential growth in graph structures, even
a restricted form of structure learning where variables are constrained to have only
k parents has been proven to be NP-Complete [22]. Unless P = NP, there is no
known efficient, polynomial-time algorithm for exhaustively searching the space of
possible graph structures to determine a graphical structure that best describes the
available data, D. Since an exhaustive search algorithm is not possible, existing
structure learning algorithms either solve a restricted problem (i.e., find the best
structure given a partial ordering of the variables) or find an approximation to the
best compatible graph.
In general, the set of conditional independence relations of P do not entail a unique
graph structure; there may be many graphs that are compatible with P . Therefore,
accurately identifying conditional independence relationships present in the data may
not be sufficient to produce a fully oriented model [19, 21, 87]. Rather than learning
a fully directed model, many algorithms instead produce a partially directed acyclic
graph (PDAG) model, also called a pattern or essential graph [6, 87, 98]. Edges that
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are directed in the PDAG are edges that are directed in the set of all graphs G that are
compatible with P . Consequently, edges directed in the PDAG are called compelled
edges as only that edge orientation is compatible with the data [20]. Undirected edges
in the PDAG represent edges that could be oriented in either direction and still be
compatible with the training data. The set of directed graphs that match a fully
directed instantiation of a PDAG are considered to be in the same equivalence class.
2.3 Evaluating Structural Accuracy
For evaluation purposes, structural accuracy of learned networks can be measured
with a variety of different metrics that compare the structure of both the learned and
true models. This requires the structure of the true model to be known a priori. This
is typically achieved by generating data from a known model and then learning from
that data. The first metric is the accuracy (percent of edges correct) of edges in the
model [8, 14, 86]. A closely related metric is the precision and recall of causal struc-
tures [60]. I use precision and recall of compelled edges, where compelled precision
is defined as the number of correct compelled edges divided by the total number of
compelled edges in the learned model. A compelled edge is an edge that has the same
orientation in every member of the equivalence class of the learned model [20]. For
simplicity, I report a single number, the compelled F-measure, which is the harmonic
mean of compelled precision and compelled recall [26] and is a general purpose metric
of the correctness and actionability of the structure.
An alternative metric is structural Hamming distance (SHD), based on the raw
counts of errors in the learned model [96]. The SHD of a model is a type of graph edit
distance and is equal to the number of edge deviations between the model and the
true model. It is often expedient to consider decompositions of the SHD, particularly
into skeleton errors (false positive and false negative errors) and orientation errors
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(errors of edge direction). I also use the number of true positive edges (number of
correct edges) for evaluation.
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CHAPTER 3
CONSTRAINT-BASED ALGORITHMS FOR LEARNING
BAYESIAN NETWORKS
In this thesis, I focus on constraint-based approaches for learning the structure of
Bayesian networks from data. Existing constraint-based algorithms perform structure
learning in two independent phases. First, using a collection of conditional hypothesis
tests, constraint-based algorithms learn independence constraints for variables that
can be shown to be conditionally independent in the training data. This is the con-
straint identification phase, sometimes called skeleton identification after a popular
representation of the constraints as an undirected skeleton, indicating the location
but not orientation of edges appearing in the final model. Second, constraint-based
algorithms select a fully oriented model using the learned constraints. This phase
is often called edge orientation, as it can be viewed as finding an orientation for
the undirected edges appearing in the skeleton. In the remainder of the chapter, I
provide motivation for choosing a constraint-based algorithm over a search-and-score
algorithm and provide greater detail of the inner workings of constraint-based, hybrid
and refinement algorithms for learning the structure of Bayesian networks.
3.1 Motivation
One of the motivations for this thesis is to make structure learning of Bayesian
networks a better tool for knowledge discovery tasks. Since the goal of knowledge
discovery is actionable knowledge, learning accurate structure of the underlying distri-
bution is desired. Learning a model that only provides accurate probability estimates,
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but not accurate structure, is not sufficient for taking action because adjusting the
variables to change the probabilities might not correspond to adjustments changing
the underlying process. Constraint-based algorithms are ideally suited for knowledge
discovery tasks for two reasons: (1) they are optimized for producing more accurate
structure, and (2) they can produce Bayesian network models with causal interpre-
tation in certain situations.
Constraint-based algorithms are better suited for learning accurate structure of
Bayesian networks than search-and-score algorithms, which typically use a penalized
likelihood score such as BDeu to choose model structures. Since training data are
limited, the structure of the true model often contains more parameters than are
supported by the data when optimizing for penalized likelihood. Optimizing for
constraint satisfaction makes it possible to find structures with a large number of
parameters as the size of the model is not part of the model selection criterion. In
addition, algorithms based on constraints have been proven sound in the sample limit
[87].
In addition to being able to learn more accurate structures compared to search-
and-score algorithms, constraint-based algorithms can learn Bayesian networks with
a causal interpretation when certain assumptions hold about the data [75, 87]. These
assumptions are that all variables are measured (no latent variables), the distribu-
tion underlying the training data can be represented by a DAG, and the statistical
decisions made from the data are correct (e.g., made in the sample limit). I will not
focus on these assumptions in this thesis as they cannot be validated experimentally
[80]. Rather than seek out expert validation for each dataset under consideration, I
will focus on the structure learning component of the causal inference problem. The
ability of a structure learning algorithm to recover the generating distribution can be
evaluated experimentally if the data are generated from a known model. By improv-
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ing the recovery of the generating structure, it is possible to improve the strength of
causal inferences if the assumptions above are valid for a given data set.
3.2 Constraint Identification
Constraint-based algorithms are based on Pearl’s definition of a Bayesian network
in terms of a dependency model M . Viewed this way, the independence assertions
contained in M are constraints that are learned from data. These assertions are
of the form (X ⊥⊥ Y |Z) indicating that “X is independent of Y given Z.” Each
independence constraint is typically decomposed into two parts. The first indicates
a binary decision indicating whether an edge should exist between X and Y . There
is a single constraint for each distinct pair of variables. The collection of all the
binary decisions can be represented as an undirected skeleton. The second part of
the independence constraints is the separating sets, or sepsets, Z. For each pair of
variables X and Y that are determined to be independent, the separating sets indicate
which set of variables Z that are necessary and sufficient to d-separate X from Y .
Constraint identification is the process of learning the skeleton and separating
sets from the training data. Due to limited size of the training data, this process is
inherently error-prone. The goal of constraint identification is to efficiently identify
the independence assertions while minimizing the number of constraints that are
inaccurate. Constraint identification algorithms appearing in the literature can be
differentiated by three different design decisions: (1) the type of independence test
used, (2) the ordering heuristic and other algorithmic decisions, and (3) the technique
used to determine the reliability of the the test. The following sections identify the
possible choices for each decision and the implications of those decisions on the error
rate of the overall algorithm.
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3.2.1 Hypothesis Tests of Independence
Constraint-based skeleton algorithms utilize tests of conditional independence to
determine which structure to include in the skeleton. In practice, many types of
hypothesis tests are used to determine independence, including classical, Bayesian,
and information theoretic tests. Each type of test follows the traditional hypothesis
testing framework consisting of null and alternative hypothesis and a significance
threshold to determine whether to accept or reject the alternative hypothesis. Since
the overall goal of this work is learning accurate constraints, one critical characteristic
of hypothesis tests for structure learning is the ability to characterize and bound the
rate of errors incurred by running the hypothesis test.
Classical hypothesis tests for categorical data typically utilize either the χ2 or
G2 statistic when determining whether to accept the alternative hypothesis [87, 96].
Both the χ2 and G2 statistics are computed from a contingency table containing
counts of variable values occurring in the data. The null hypothesis assumes the data
are independent and distributed as χ2 with degrees of freedom that depend on the
size of the table. The alternative hypothesis is accepted and dependence is proven
when the the probability of the observed statistic under the null hypothesis is below
a specified significance threshold, typically p = 0.05. The degrees of freedom are
an indicator of the number of parameters that can be varied in the model. Fewer
parameters indicates more data can be used to estimate each parameter, leading to
more accurate estimates. The χ2 distribution can also be used to specify a precise
alternative hypothesis for computing statistical power.
An alternative to the classical tests is a hypothesis test based on a Bayesian score
such as BDeu [1, 27]. This score is computed for the current network with and without
the current edge. If the score is greater for the network with the edge, then the two
variables are dependent and the edge is added to the network. One advantage of
determining independence with a Bayesian approach is the ability to smooth with a
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prior [27]. Incorporating a prior can mitigate problems with false negative errors due
to small sample sizes. Calculation of the false negative rate (i.e., statistical power)
during learning with a Bayesian score is difficult; however, as the statistic depends on
the number of parameters of the model which vary with the structure being learned.
A third approach for testing conditional independence utilizes a test of mutual
information [18]. If one variable provides some information about another variable,
then the two variables are be dependent. As with all tests of conditional independence,
determining mutual information is often noisy at small sample sizes. To address
this problem, a threshold is used to determine if the observed effect is significant.
Unfortunately, the threshold of significance varies with both sample size and the size of
the test [18, 96]. Cheng et al. [18] devised a heuristic approach for choosing a threshold
for a given sample. Because a heuristic technique is used and the threshold can vary
with sample size, it is difficult to compute a consistent rejection region necessary for
performing analysis of statistical power. Though the threshold is designed as a control
for statistical power, the threshold is not sufficient for computing power exactly. In
addition, Hutter [47] shows that point estimates of mutual information are often
inaccurate and that consideration of the second-order distribution is necessary to
improve structural accuracy.
In this thesis, I will only consider classical hypothesis tests using the χ2 score.
These tests have a well-defined framework for evaluating the rates of type I and
type II error rates. As I will demonstrate in Chapter 4, precise analysis of type I
and type II error rates is useful for understanding structure learning algorithms for
Bayesian networks.
3.2.2 Ordering Heuristics
Given a particular independence test, each constraint identification algorithm ap-
plies the tests in a particular order. Many ordering heuristics appear in the literature;
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instead of presenting each one in detail, I highlight the major categories of ordering
heuristics with citations to relevant work.
The predominant type of skeleton heuristics are local algorithms that consider
each test independently of other decisions. I use the first and most widely used
ordering algorithm: Fast Adjacency Search (FAS). The FAS algorithm for constraint
identification is drawn from steps A and B of the PC 1 algorithm, as described in
Spirtes et al. [87]. Pseudocode for FAS is shown in Algorithm 1. An implementation
of the FAS algorithm can be found in the TETRAD IV2 package. FAS operates in
a breadth-first manner considering all pairwise tests followed by all tests conditioned
on a single variable and so on until no more tests can be run.
Other ordering heuristics have been presented in the literature as improvements
on the FAS algorithms. Max-Min Parents Childen (MMPC) [95, 96] is the constraint
identification algorithm used with the Max-Min Hill Climbing (MMHC) algorithm.
FAS and MMPC utilize different heuristics to produce a skeleton with the fewest
statistical tests. Abellan et al. [1] propose an additional optimization to FAS that
breaks triangles in the skeleton by removing the weakest link among three edges
in the triangle before moving on to the next stage. MMPC operates in a more
depth-first manner, considering all tests for a single target variable before considering
additional variables. In a different approach, Xie and Geng [99] describe a recursive
splitting algorithm to limit the number of other variables considered when searching
for a separating variable. These algorithms share the same asymptotic properties of
FAS, but these algorithms either encode additional assumptions from FAS or are not
compatible with existing corrections for errors.
1 PC is named for its creators Peter (Spirtes) and Clark (Glymour)
2http://www.phil.cmu.edu/projects/tetrad/
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Neighborhood models are another type of ordering heuristic that considers inter-
mediate path information when determining whether to add an edge between the
two variables under consideration. If a possible conditioning variable does not lie on
a path between the two variables being tested then it should not be used to prove
conditional independence. This arises out of the definition of d-separation in graph-
ical models (see Section 2.1)[74]. Three-Phase Dependency Analysis (TPDA) is the
most prominent neighborhood structure learning algorithm [18]. Steck and Tresp [89]
also incorporate neighborhood information into the PC algorithm using an additional
constraint, called the Necessary Path Constraint, on the conditioning set of a test.
The FAS algorithm is the oldest and most widely studied constraint identification
algorithm [1, 57, 87, 89, 97]. Like MMPC and TPDA, the FAS skeleton algorithm is
asymptotically correct. However, unlike the other algorithms, the FAS algorithm is
an extensible platform that can incorporate the majority of the other improvements
and corrections proposed in the literature. Since one contribution of this thesis is
evaluating the efficacy of these innovations, the majority of the reported experiments
are run using the FAS algorithm to provide a stable comparison.
3.2.3 Determining the Reliability of a Hypothesis Test
It has long been noted in the constraint-based structure learning literature that
the reliability of the hypothesis test used in structure learning is inversely related
to the size of the conditioning set; as conditioning sets grow, reliability decreases
[27, 87, 96, 97, 100]. There are two distinct but related characteristics of a test that
determine its reliability. First, a reliable test meets the distributional assumptions of
the statistic used; for example, classical tests assume that the data are asymptotically
distributed as χ2 . Second, a reliable test has sufficient statistical power. Statistical
power is the probability of successfully identifying a significant effect if one exists
in the data. As the size of the contingency table grows, for a fixed amount of data
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both the distributional correspondence and the statistical power decrease, leading to
a corresponding decrease in reliability.
Many structure learning approaches utilize a “rule of thumb” to determine whether
the distributional assumptions hold and a hypothesis test will be reliable [87, 96].
This rule of thumb states that a test is reliable if there are five or more instances
per parameter of the test (degree of freedom) [33]. Other algorithms are designed to
limit the size of the possible conditioning sets to improve reliability [36, 97]. This is
also one of the arguments for considering neighborhood information when making a
statistical decision as neighborhood algorithms use smaller conditioning sets, which
improves power [18, 89](see Section 3.2.2). Another approach for improving reliability
is to average over multiple models with different structures either with a Bayesian
approach [13] or by exploring the inconsistencies encoded in the skeleton [89]. Our
focus for this work is knowledge discovery; therefore, I focus on algorithms that
produce a single model for easier human interpretation.
If a test is determined to be unreliable, then many algorithms make a default
decision to include the edge in the model. When a test is unreliable, an insignificant
result does not differentiate between an error and a lack of correlation. The default
decision is a decision to automatically reject the null hypothesis and assume depen-
dence, providing protection against false negative errors that might occur as a result
of unreliable tests.
Accurately determining the reliability of the hypothesis tests is critical for min-
imizing errors in the learned constraints. In Chapter 4, I compare the strategies
mentioned here with a new approach based on statistical power analysis to determine
which approach is most accurate in practice.
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3.3 Alternative Skeleton Algorithms
In addition to constraint-based skeleton algorithms, which use hypothesis tests of
conditional independence, there are a variety of alternative approaches for constrain-
ing search. Frequent item sets have been used in place of conditional independence
tests as a basis for skeleton identification [39]. The Sparse Candidate (SC) algo-
rithm uses an iterative search process to determine the best structure subject to the
constraint that no variable can have more than k parents [36]. The parameter k is
determined by the user prior to running the algorithm and can exclude high-scoring
structures if set inappropriately. Tsamardinos et al. [96] show that MMHC is a sound
and complete version of Sparse Candidate and only requires a single iteration.
In general, any approach for learning the structure of undirected networks could
be used as a skeleton formation algorithm e.g., Bromberg and Margaritis [13]. Also,
since dependency networks have undirected conditional independence semantics [42],
it would be possible to extract an undirected skeleton from a learned dependency
network. (Note this approach differs from Hulten et al. [46], which uses a dependency
network as a mechanism for caching statistics for Bayesian network learning.)
Many of the early algorithms for learning the structure of Bayesian networks, such
as K2, constrained search by requiring the user to specify an ordering over the vari-
ables [25]. This is a type of hybrid algorithm where the skeleton is specified by the
user. Recent work by Teyssier and Koller describe an algorithm that searches over
possible orderings [92]. While this approach is not an algorithm based on indepen-
dence constraints, it uses ordering constraints to make search more efficient.
These algorithms do not use conditional hypothesis tests to determine the con-
straints. The errors of conditional hypothesis tests are well-defined and have been
studied extensively. Since the goal of this thesis is reducing errors in constraint
identification, my focus on constraint identification algorithms that use conditional
hypothesis tests, though improving these other approaches may also be possible.
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3.4 Constraint-Based Edge Orientation
The PC algorithm is a constraint-based algorithm that utilizes three deterministic
edge orientation rules for determining edge direction [18, 76, 87]. These rules are
based on the structure between variables and conditioning sets determined during
the skeleton phase and are appropriate when all possible causes are represented in
the data.
The edge orientation rules are as follows (from Spirtes, Glymour, and Scheines
[87, Section 5.4.2]):
1. For each triple of vertices X, Y, Z such that the pair X, Y and the pair Y, Z are
each adjacent in the skeleton but X,Z are not adjacent, orient X − Y − Z as
X → Y ← Z if and only if Y is not in the conditioning set separating X and Z
2. If A → B, B and C are adjacent, A and C are not adjacent, and there is no
arrowhead at B, then orient B − C as B → C.
3. If there is a directed path from A to B, and an edge between A and B, then
orient A−B as A→ B.
An alternative formulation of these rules is provided by Meek [65]. The rules
are applied in lexicographic order and are proven to be correct in the sample limit
when the skeleton and conditioning sets are correct. In most instances, however,
the skeleton algorithm will not produce the correct skeleton and conditioning sets.
Therefore, empirical analysis is necessary to understand when and how errors during
the skeleton phase impact edge orientation.
3.5 Hybrid Learning Algorithms
Hybrid algorithms combine aspects of both constraint-based and search-and-score
algorithms. The standard hybrid approach first runs some form of constraint identi-
fication followed by a heuristic search limited to the edges appearing in the skeleton
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[96, 97]. Any heuristic search technique for Bayesian network structure learning that
can be constrained to the skeleton can be used. These approaches do not use the
constraints for model selection.
Heuristic search techniques are the most popular form of unconstrained structure
learning algorithms for Bayesian networks. These techniques frame structure learning
as a global optimization problem searching for the model structure which optimizes
some global score. Popular scores include BIC [81], AIC [5], and BDeu [15, 44]. At
each step in the algorithm, all possible edge additions, deletions and reversals are
considered. The highest scoring operator is applied to the network and the algorithm
continues until no operator can improve the score. Often techniques such as random
restarts or tabu lists are maintained to avoid local extrema. These search techniques
can be tailored for either generative or discriminative purposes [40].
Rather than searching over all possible model structures, some approaches only
search the space of equivalence classes of models [3, 20]. These algorithms consider a
smaller search space but do not restrict the possible models within that search space.
Other approaches for improving the search phase include advance search operators to
escape local extrema [67] and more advanced stochastic search techniques [45].
By combining the strengths of both constraint-based and search-and-score algo-
rithm, hybrid algorithms are able to provide many of the advantages of both ap-
proaches. Consequently, a hybrid strategy is instrumental for the success of the
constraint satisfaction approaches introduced later in the thesis.
3.6 Refinement Algorithms
In addition to constraint-based and hybrid approaches, there are refinement ap-
proaches for learning the structure of Bayesian networks. A refinement algorithm first
runs a constraint-based algorithm (constraint identification and edge orientation) to
completion and then uses a complementary approach to improve the final structure.
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Abellan et al. [1] describe a hybrid refinement algorithm. After the PC algorithm
has completed, Abellan et al. use heuristic optimization techniques to improve the
likelihood of the final models at the expense of the causal interpretation of the models
[1]. Bromberg and Margaritis [14] use the logic of argumentation combined with the
axioms of conditional probability to refine the results of the PC algorithm based on
the logical consistency of the constraints. Refinement algorithms also provide a strong
influence on the constraint satisfaction algorithms introduced later in the thesis.
3.7 Summary
Constraint-based algorithms are designed to learn accurate Bayesian network
structure from data. Existing constraint-based algorithms, such as PC and TPDA,
have been proven to be sound and complete in the sample limit. With more rea-
sonable sample sizes, however, these algorithms are prone to errors. Many different
approaches have been tried to reduce errors. In the following chapters, I explore
many of these approaches and propose new constraint satisfaction approaches to re-
duce errors. For these experiments, I primarily use the FAS constraint identification
algorithm and the deterministic edge orientation rules as a comparison. Although
there many possible choices for each component of constraint-based algorithms, the
goal is provide a fair comparison of any new approaches.
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Algorithm 1 Fast Adjacency Search (FAS)
procedure FAS(Data D, Variables V)
P = ∅ . P contains dependent pairs of variables
C = Empty graph over V
for v1, v2 ∈ V do
P = P ∪ {〈v1, v2〉} . Assume every pair is dependent, add to P
Add edge 〈v1, v2〉 to C . Form complete undirected graph over V
end for
n = 0 . n indicates the size of the candidate conditioning sets.
while |P | > 0 do
for 〈v1, v2〉 ∈ P do
RunTest = false
adj = Adjacencies(C,v1) \ v2 . Get the neighbors of v1 excluding v2
if |adj| < n then . No more tests to be run.
P = P\{〈v1, v2〉} . Remove pair 〈v1, v2〉 from P
end if
for S ⊆ adj s.t. |S| = n do
if Test is not reliable then
Continue
end if
RunTest = true
pV al = Run hypothesis test (v1, v2, S,D) . Run Hypothesis Test.
if pV al > 0.05 then . 0.05 is standard threshold
Add constraint (v1 ⊥⊥ v2|S)
Remove edge between v1 and v2 in C
P = P\{〈v1, v2〉} . Remove pair 〈v1, v2〉 from P
end if
end for
if RunTest = false then . Insufficient power to run any test.
P = P\{〈v1, v2〉}
end if
end for
n = n+ 1
end while
end procedure
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CHAPTER 4
ERRORS OF CONSTRAINT IDENTIFICATION
The first step in reducing the errors of constraint-based structure learning is un-
derstanding the sources of errors. In this chapter, I identify the types and analyze the
sources of errors made by the FAS algorithm during constraint identification. The
results of this analysis indicate that false negative errors due to low power statistical
tests are the largest source of errors during constraint identification.
4.1 Introduction
There are two kinds of errors made during constraint identification: skeleton errors
and separating set errors. Recall that the constraints considered here are indepen-
dence constraints of the form (X ⊥⊥ Y |Z) indicating that “X is independent of Y
given Z,” and there is a single constraint for each unique pair of variables occurring
in the network. Skeleton errors are errors in the binary edge decision for a pair of
variables, that is, whether to add an edge in the model between those two variables.
An error of including an edge in the learned model that does not occur in the true
model is a false positive error. An error of excluding an edge from the learned model
that does occur in the true model is a false negative error. Separating set errors, also
called sepset errors, occur when the constraint correctly indicates independence for a
pair of variables, but identifies a separating set Z that is not consistent with the true
model.
Errors can arise from either the determination of test reliability or the statistical
test used by the algorithm for constraint identification. The ordering heuristic, while
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a significant portion of a constraint identification algorithm, cannot directly produce
errors. Existing ordering heuristics, including FAS, MMPC, and TPDA, are proven
to be correct when the hypothesis tests are perfectly correct (i.e., in the sample limit)
[18, 87, 96]. Therefore, the errors occur as a result of a faulty statistical decision,
either independently or in conjunction with a faulty decision to run an unreliable
test, although there is the potential for complex interactions between the algorithmic
and statistical components of constraint identification.
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Figure 4.1: A Decision Tree used to determine the composition of the constraints.
False positive and false negative errors are closely related to traditional type I and
type II errors from the statistical literature. Recall that a type I error is the error
of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true, and a type II error is the error of
accepting the null hypothesis when it is false. For clarity, I will always refer to false
positive and false negative errors in the learned model, while type I and type II errors
refer to the results of individual hypothesis tests. Therefore, false positive and false
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negative errors can occur as a result of multiple interacting individual tests, whereas
type I and type II errors can only result from a single test. A false positive error
in the learned model can occur from either a type I error in an individual test, or
as a result of a default decision to add an edge when an individual hypothesis test
is determined to be unreliable. A false negative error always occurs as a result of a
type II error somewhere in the series of tests leading to the decision to not add the
edge to the model. A graphical representation of this decision process is shown in
Figure 4.1.
4.2 Analysis of Errors
The frequency of each kind of structural error can be determined by comparing
the structure of the learned model with the structure of the model that generated
the training data. The easiest way to accomplish this type of evaluation is to gener-
ate the training data from a known Bayesian network. A Bayesian network can be
created manually by experts or sampled randomly from the space of possible models.
Generating data from known models makes possible the evaluation of a learning algo-
rithm across a range of sample sizes and data characteristics. It may also be possible
to create a biased sampling procedure to synthetically generate models with desired
structural characteristics [48].
The remainder of this section describes an empirical analysis of the Fast Adjacency
Search (FAS) algorithm. The goal of this analysis is to determine whether false
positive or false negative errors more frequently occur in runs of the FAS algorithm
under realistic conditions. For this exploratory phase of the thesis, I considered
datasets generated from eight Bayesian network models gathered from real decision
support problems. The list of networks considered along with information about the
number of edges appearing in the model and the average cardinality of the variables
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can be found in Table 4.1. Additional details about each of these models can be found
in Appendix A.
For each model, I generated five datasets at each of the following sample sizes:
n = {500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000}. For each dataset of each model, I ran an annotated
version of the FAS algorithm that has access to the true model and, for each edge
decision, reports whether that decision results in a statistical false positive, false
positive as a result of the default decision (default false positive), or a false negative
error. The results of that experiment are shown in Figure 4.2. On every network
with the exception of Hailfinder, the number of false negative errors dominates
the statistical false positive errors. On networks with low-cardinality variables such
as Alarm, false negative errors also dominate the default false positives as very few
tests have sufficiently large degrees of freedom to trigger the default decision. On
Barley, Diabetes0, and Hailfinder, the default false positives are the largest
source of error at smaller sample sizes but drop below the false negatives at high
sample sizes.
The aim of making a default decision is to reduce the overall number of errors,
however making the decision to add an edge when the test is unreliable actually leads
to more errors than it corrects. The total number of edges appearing in each network
is shown in Table 4.1. At the smaller sample sizes, the number of default false positive
errors is considerably larger than the total number of edges in the generating model
Therefore, a simple way to reduce errors would be to simply run every test and never
make a default decision to add an edge. Since the default decision was intended to
decrease the chance of making a false negative error, never making a default decision
should increase the number of false negative errors.
Additional evidence for the importance of correcting false negative errors is pro-
vided by analyzing the separating sets of the learned and true networks. A separating
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Figure 4.2: Number of false negative (FN) and false positive (FP) errors. False
positive errors are decomposed into errors due to making a default decision and due
to a statistical error. In all figures, fewer errors is better.
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Table 4.1: Number of edges and average cardinality of Bayesian networks considered
during error analysis.
Data Name Num. Edges Avg. Cardinality
Alarm 46 2.84
Barley 84 8.77
Diabetes0 23 11.21
Hailfinder 66 3.98
Insurance 52 3.30
Powerplant 42 3.0
Mildew 46 17.6
Water 66 3.63
Win95pts 112 2.0
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set error occurs when the algorithm concludes independence with a separating set that
is not compatible with the true network. For a given pair of variables, there may be
multiple separating sets of the minimal size that are all sufficient to d-separate the
variables. A learned separating set is compatible with the true network if it is also
the minimal size and exactly matches ones of the true separating sets. Since the
binary edge decision of independence is correct, separating set errors are the result
of what Mosteller [68] has called type III errors—making the right decision for the
wrong reason.
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Figure 4.3: CDFs of true versus learned sepsets.
There are two possible scenarios leading to separating set errors. The first occurs
when a false negative error causes the algorithm to conclude independence with a
separating set that is smaller than the true set. The second occurs when an earlier
false positive error causes the algorithm to incorrectly conclude dependence with the
true separating set and then conclude independence with a larger separating set.
Figure 4.3 shows the empirical CDFs of the size of the learned and true separating
sets. The sizes of the learned separating sets are consistently smaller than the true
separating sets, indicating that the false negatives are the larger cause of separating
set errors.
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4.3 Focus on False Negative Errors
Although both false positive and false negative errors are committed by the FAS
algorithm, the emphasis of the remainder of this chapter is on understanding the
sources of false negative errors. While false positive and false negative errors both
negatively impact the causal claims of a learned model, false negatives are particularly
harmful. When a false positive error occurs, parameter estimation can mitigate the
effect of that error by giving that edge a low weight. Since false negative errors lead
to edges being omitted from the model, there is no opportunity for correcting these
errors.
False negative errors are the only source of skeleton errors that do not currently
have a satisfactory solution. My results show that statistical false positives are less
frequent than other types of errors and recent work has provided a tight theoretical
bound on the number of statistical false positive errors [94]. Default false positives
are a larger source of errors, but they also a have an easy solution: do not add any
edges by default. This would eliminate all default false positive errors at the risk of
increasing the false negative errors. False negative errors are the largest source of error
on many networks. As I show in the remainder of the chapter, existing corrections
for false negative errors cannot address each of the sources of false negative errors.
Consequently, reducing the number of false negative errors is the largest remaining
obstacle for learning accurate structure of Bayesian networks.
4.4 Sources of False Negative Errors
Prior work in structure learning has identified three sources of false negative er-
rors: (1) unsuitable hypothesis tests, (2) unexplained d-separation, and (3) low-power
hypothesis tests. In the remainder of this section, I describe each possible source of
error and introduce existing corrections for each source.
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4.4.1 Unsuitable hypothesis tests
In categorical data, unsuitable hypothesis tests occur when the expected frequen-
cies in some of the cells of the contingency table are small, either due to small sample
sizes or large contingency tables [87, 96]. This was determined using Monte Carlo
studies comparing the p-value of the G2 statistic with a χ2 test against the exact
p-value produced using computationally intensive statistics to generate the sampling
distribution [53]. These studies showed that the G2 statistic is not a suitable approx-
imation of the χ2 distribution and does not produce accurate p-values if there are
fewer than five training sample per degree of freedom of the test.
Traditional skeleton algorithms, such as the FAS algorithm, use a “rule of thumb”
to determine whether a hypothesis test is suitable and therefore unlikely to result in
a false negative error [87, 96]. Consequently, the rule of thumb prevents the running
of a hypothesis test if the test is unreliable, that is, if there is insufficient training
data, that is, if there are fewer than five training sample per degree of freedom of the
test.
4.4.2 Unexplained d-separation
Unexplained d-separation produces a false negative error when a variable (or set of
variables) can be used to prove that two variables are independent, but that variable
does not appear on a path between the variables being tested [18, 89]. This fol-
lows from the d-separation rules that define conditional independence relationships
based on the structure of the graphical model [74]. Variables that do not appear on
an undirected path between the two variables being tested cannot d-separate those
variables.
Steck and Tresp [89] proposed the necessary path condition as a correction for
unexplained d-separation. The necessary path condition requires that for a variable
z to d-separate x and y, it must fall on an undirected path between x and y. Enforc-
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ing this condition leads to fewer variables being considered as possible conditioning
variables, which could result in fewer edges being removed from the skeleton. Abellan
et al. [1] use a stricter form of the necessary path condition that only conditions on
variables in the minimum cut set appearing between the two variables.
The necessary path condition is incorporated in at least two variants of the FAS
algorithm (but not the original) to prevent false negative errors due to unexplained d-
separation [1, 89]. To enforce the path condition, the skeleton identification algorithm
must maintain, at each step, a superset of all the edges that could be included in the
skeleton. This requirement prohibits the necessary path condition from being applied
in the MMPC algorithm, which operates in a depth-first fashion [96]. Steck and Tresp
[89] use the necessary path condition to identify inconsistent regions produced by the
PC algorithm, but do not return a single model.
4.4.3 Low statistical power
The statistical power of a hypothesis test is the probability of detecting a signifi-
cant effect given that it exists in the data [24]. A test with low statistical power will
often fail to detect a true effect resulting in a false negative error. This has long been
recognized as a problem in constraint identification [87]. Statistical power depends on
the sample size N , the degrees of freedom of the test, the significance threshold α (or
type I error rate), and the expected effect size w [24]. The effect size of a test defines
a specific alternative hypothesis to compare against the null and indicates the mini-
mum strength of correlation that is detectable by the hypothesis test. Running tests
with small sample sizes or large degrees of freedom result in sampling distributions
with high variance, leading to a corresponding decrease in statistical power.
The primary approach for preventing low-power statistical tests is to incorporate
an upper limit on the degrees of freedom of the tests used in constraint identification.
The first, and most widely used, approach of this type is the “rule of thumb” de-
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scribed in Section 4.4.1. As described above, the rule of thumb used to determine the
suitability of a hypothesis test for discrete data is based on a threshold of the degrees
of freedom of the test [87]. However, the power threshold determined by the rule of
thumb is not consistent as the sample size changes. The inconsistency results from
a failure to account for each of four dimensions for determining statistical power; in
particular, the rule of thumb cannot account for the possible effect sizes present in
the data. Consequently, the rule of thumb can only identify a subset of all possible
low power tests. Limiting the number of variables considered in a conditioning set is
a coarser approach for limiting the degrees of freedom of a hypothesis test [97].
An alternative approach for correcting low-power hypothesis is to use a different
type of hypothesis test, such as tests of mutual information or tests using a Bayesian
score such as BDeu [1, 18]. These tests typically use a weak significance threshold,
such as determining whether the score is greater than zero, to determine indepen-
dence. These approaches can also be plagued by the statistical issues that lead to
false negative errors. For example, Hutter [47] shows that point estimates of mutual
information are often inaccurate and that consideration of the second-order distribu-
tion is necessary to improve structural accuracy.
In the following section, I introduce the Power correction as the first correction
to explicitly control for all aspects of statistical power, including reasoning about the
possible effect sizes in data. While the concept of statistical power is familiar to many
researchers, to our knowledge full statistical power analysis has not been incorporated
into any structure learning algorithms. For example, power calculations were men-
tioned by Tsamardinos et al. [96] as a possibility for determining test reliability but
were not incorporated into the final algorithm [96, Sec. 4].
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4.5 The Power Correction
The statistical power of a hypothesis test is the probability of detecting a signif-
icant effect given that it exists in the data [24]. Statistical power depends on the
sample size N , the degrees of freedom of the test, the significance threshold α (or
type I error rate), and the expected effect size w. The effect size of a test defines a
specific alternative hypothesis to compare against the null and indicates the minimum
strength of correlation that is detectable by the hypothesis test.
The Power correction is an original approach for controlling statistical power
that first appeared in my prior work, Fast et al. [31]. The Power correction is the
first approach that is able to address all four factors contributing to low statistical
power. Approaches for controlling power that only limit the degrees of freedom of the
test, such as the rule of thumb, do not account for all of the factors that determine
statistical power. Consequently, these approaches provide only a weak bound on false
negatives due to low-power tests. In particular, existing approaches do not account
for the possible effect sizes present in the data. If the effect size to detect is small,
then the test could have low statistical power and produce false negative errors despite
using other forms of correction. The minimum power levels permitted under the rule
of thumb for small effect sizes are shown in Figure 4.4. Our experiments show that
effect sizes actually occurring in the experimental data result in low-power statistical
tests under the rule of thumb.
4.5.1 Accounting for Effect Size
The Power correction uses the framework of statistical power analysis to reason
about the potential effect sizes in the data and produce a correction for low-power
statistical tests that can address each of the factors contributing to low statistical
power [24]. Similar to the rule of thumb, the Power correction defines a limit on the
acceptable ratio between the degrees of freedom of the test and the sample size. Since
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Figure 4.4: Minimum statistical power permitted under the rule of thumb.
the sample size N is fixed for a particular dataset, the Power correction determines
whether a test with the given degrees of freedom has sufficient statistical power. The
desired level of statistical power can be determined by the analyst. Recall, the power
of a statistical test is 1−β, where β is the type II error rate, which is the probability
of rejecting the alternative when it is true. For the experiments described here, I used
a desired power level of 0.95. This corresponds to β of 0.05, matching the standard
level for α. When N , α, the degrees of freedom, and effect size w are specified, it is
possible to compute the statistical power of the test [24]. In skeleton identification
algorithms, the value of N and the degrees of freedom are determined by the data
and the specific test, respectively. The values of α (typically 0.05) and w can be set
by the user before running the algorithm.
The statistical power of a hypothesis test corresponds to the area under the al-
ternative distribution that exceeds the critical value specified by α. For categorical
data, the alternative distribution is specified by a noncentral χ2 distribution with
noncentrality parameter, λ = w2N [24]. The evaluation of 1− β requires an infinite
summation of the noncentral χ2 distribution [66]. To compute power, I use the effi-
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cient two-stage approximation identified by Milligan [66]. Other implementations of
power calculations are found in many common statistical packages (e.g., R [17]).
For categorical data, effect size is measured by w, a scale-free measure based on
the χ2 statistic, which is independent of the sample size provided to the test. The
values of w can range from 0 to a maximum that is determined by the size of the table.
In practice, it is rare to observe a value of w above 0.90 [24]. Since w is unfamiliar
to most researchers, Cohen [24] suggests values of w for small (w = 0.1), medium
(w = 0.3), and large (w = 0.5) effects. The value of w is determined by
w =
√√√√ m∑
i=1
(P1i − P0i)2
P0i
(4.1)
where P0i is the proportion in cell i under the null hypothesis, P1i is the proportion in
cell i under the alternative hypothesis and reflects the effect of that cell, and m is the
number of cells in the contingency table [24]. Note the similarity to the χ2 statistic
used to assess association in categorical data.
In practice, rather than computing statistical power for every test, high-power
tests can be identified by specifying an acceptable range for degrees of freedom of
the test. Since power is inversely proportional to the degrees of freedom, the accept-
able range for given level of power can is determined analytically by computing the
statistical power for every possible degree of freedom, starting at one and increasing
until the statistical power falls below the desired level. The pseudocode for this al-
gorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. The computation is efficient and can be performed
quickly before starting structure learning. I chose this approach because both FAS
and MMPC already make reliability decisions based the degrees of the freedom of the
test; I simply substitute a new threshold based on statistical power. In contrast to the
rule of thumb, the power threshold maintains a constant level of power at all sample
sizes. For categorical data, the degrees of freedom is (r − 1)(c − 1)d, where r and c
are the number of distinct values taken on by the two variables whose dependence is
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being tested, and d is the number of possible joint values of the set of conditioning
variables.
Algorithm 2 Determining a DOF Threshold
procedure DOF(N,w, p, α)
Input: Sample size, effect size, significance level, and desired power.
Output: Degree of freedom (DOF) limit
d = 0 . current DOF
p′ = 1.0 . power at current DOF
while p′ > p do
d+ +
p′ = Power(N,w, α, d) . Actual computation depends on the statistic.
end while
return d-1 . Highest DOF with sufficient power.
end procedure
4.5.2 Determining the Effect Size Parameter
Determining an appropriate value of the effect size parameter w is critical to the
success of the Power correction. The w parameter specifies the smallest effect size
appearing in the data that the hypothesis test can detect with the desired level of
power. If this value is known a priori for a given dataset, then the value of w can
be set by the analyst. Otherwise, cross-validation can be used to determine the best
value of w. Although cross-validation produces good estimates of the minimum effect
size w, it not does not permit fast learning of Bayesian network structure. To avoid
the computational overhead for running cross-validation every time a new dataset is
encountered, I determined a value for w using cross-validation for a set of benchmark
datasets selected randomly from the Bayesian Network Repository.1 I then used those
values of w to determine a general method for estimating a suitable value of w for a
given dataset.
1http://compbio.cs.huji.ac.il/Repository/
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The choice of w is limited by two undesirable extremes. For any constraints to be
determined by data, the value of w must permit the skeleton algorithm to run some
tests. Therefore, the minimum value of w considered corresponds the largest effect
size such that a test with only a single degree of freedom would not have sufficient
power. The maximum value of w considered is the effect size which corresponds to
the rule of thumb. These extremes are shown as dashed grey lines in Figure 4.5. For
a dataset of a certain size, I can choose a value of w based on the distance between
the minimum and maximum effect sizes using Equation 4.2, where wmin(wmax) is the
minimum (maximum) effect size considered for that sample size and c is a constant
computed from training data as described below.
w = c(wmax − wmin) + wmin (4.2)
To determine the best distance between the extremes, I used ten-fold cross-
validation to determine the optimal value of w for the FAS skeleton algorithm. Fol-
lowing the standard cross-validation procedure, I divided each training set into ten
folds. I ran both phases of a hybrid algorithm (skeleton identification and heuris-
tic search) to learn a Bayesian network from training data composed of nine of the
folds, and computed the likelihood of data contained in the last fold given the learned
model. The value of w used to compute the scaled distance traveled from the mini-
mum to the maximum is an average of the values of w which produced the highest
likelihood model on each fold. I repeated this procedure for a range of w at each
sample size. The value of c is the average scaled distance across sample sizes. The
datasets I considered were: Diabetes02, Hailfinder, Barley, and Insurance.
These networks are not considered later for evaluation. The learned effect size at
each sample size and value of c I used to compute w are shown in Table 4.2. A graph
2We constructed Diabetes0 by removing all but the first time slice of the Diabetes network.
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of the change in the learned w over sample sizes is shown in Figure 4.5. Despite the
variety in the data characteristics, the value of w determined using cross-validation
is tightly bunched across the different networks.
Table 4.2: The effect size parameters chosen via cross-validation.
Sample Size w Min Max Distance
500 0.2105 0.1612 0.3372 0.2801
1000 0.1514 0.1140 0.2761 0.2307
2000 0.1172 0.0806 0.2276 0.2544
5000 0.0778 0.0510 0.1775 0.2119
c=0.2524
4.6 Evaluating Corrections for False Negative Errors
To determine the source of false negative errors in constraint identification, I ap-
plied the “rule of thumb” correction, the Power correction and the necessary path
correction to the FAS constraint identification algorithm and measured the corre-
sponding decrease in false negative errors of each correction. Based on the magnitude
of improvement provided by each correction, I can infer the proportion of errors at-
tributed to each source. I found that the Power correction was the only correction
to produce a significant decrease in the number of false negative errors made by the
FAS algorithm. To measure these error rates, I added each correction to the FAS
skeleton algorithm and applied the new algorithm to a set of datasets sampled from
models downloaded from the Bayesian Network Repository and not previously con-
sidered for cross-validation. The following networks were used: Alarm, Mildew,
Pathfinder, Water, Win95pts. I created training samples of 500, 1000, 2000, and
5000 instances and a single test sample of 10,000 instances. Please note that these
results were generated using an early version of the PowerBayes software. This
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Figure 4.5: Results of cross-validation to select the best effect size parameter. The
dashed grey lines indicate the outer limits considered during cross-validation. The
minimum indicates the largest effect size where no tests are run and the maximum
indicates the tests that are run under the rule of thumb threshold.
version of the code handles tests with zero degrees differently from the current code.
Tests with zero degrees of freedom triggered a default decision to add an edge from
the model. In later versions of the code, the decision was changed to omit the edge
from the model to mirror the decision made in the TETRAD IV software package.
We considered three different corrections for false negative errors to determine the
importance of each correction. The corrections I considered are listed in Table 4.3.
The ideal baseline is using no correction at all for false negative errors meaning every
possible test would be run. This is neither feasible due to runtime considerations
nor sensible as conditioning on many variables would likely result in a conclusion of
independence for all pairs of variables. As a baseline, I consider a weak correction
which limits the degrees of freedom to be less than or equal to the sample size.
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Table 4.3: Corrections for false negative errors.
Weak Correction Permit tests with at least 1
instance per degree of free-
dom.
Rule of Thumb Permit tests with at least 5
data samples per degree of
freedom.
Power Run tests with sufficient
power (with estimated effect
size parameter).
Necessary Path Only condition on variables
on a path.
Since I am evaluating the number of structural errors compared to the true net-
work, I can only evaluate the corrections on networks with known structure. I found
that the Power correction using the suggested effect size parameters was the only
correction that resulted in a significant decreases in false negative errors (see Fig-
ure 4.6 and Table 4.4). On Alarm and Pathfinder, using the Power correction
only resulted in an decrease at the lower sample sizes. The win95pts network is the
exception and exhibits similar performance for all corrections, resulting in overlap-
ping lines in Figure 4.6. This is a result of the unique structure of the network and
the fact that win95pts consists of only binary variables. These two factors combine
to run only tests with power above the threshold for all algorithms.
Using the Power correction also resulted in a significant increase in the number
of false positive errors across all datasets; however, the total number was still fewer
than the false positive errors obtained by using an unconstrained skeleton. Although
the Power correction could be used in practice, the increase in false positive errors is
likely prohibitive for most purposes. The primary purpose of the Power correction
is to show that running only tests with high-statistical power results in a significant
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the number of false negative and false positive errors for
all the corrections. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals about the mean of 5
runs.
decrease in false negative errors. I explore alternative methods for improving power
in Chapter 5.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, I considered four types of errors made by constraint identification
algorithms. These errors are false negative errors, statistical false positive errors,
default false positive errors, and separating set errors. Using the custom implemen-
tation in the PowerBayes package to make it possible to count each type of error,
I ran the FAS constraint identification algorithm on a range of datasets generated
from known models. The results of these experiments show that false negative errors
are the largest component of error on nearly all of the datasets considered. Further
analysis shows that running tests with low statistical power is a primary cause of false
negative errors. Therefore, further improvements in the accuracy of constraint-based
algorithms will require new statistical tests and algorithmic approaches to improve
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power and address false negative errors. Suggesting and evaluating candidate tests
and approaches is the goal of the remainder of this thesis.
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Table 4.4: Number of false negative and false positive (fn/fp) errors after apply-
ing corrections to the FAS algorithm. Bold text indicates a significant reduction in
false negatives compared to the rule of thumb averaged across 5 training samples.
Differences were significant at the 0.05 level using a one-sided t-test.
Dataset Correction 500 1000 2000 5000
Alarm
Weak 7.8/35.6 5.2/46.8 3.2/54.8 2/68.4
Rule of Thumb 7.8/35.6 5.2/46.8 3.2/54.8 2/68.4
Power 6.4/123.8 4.4/137/8 3.2/73.4 2/70.2
RoT + Path 7.8/7.4 4.6/6.6 2.6/3.6 2/4.8
Power + Path 5.4/118.2 3.6/130 2.6/57.4 2/41.2
GS 0/620 0/620 0/620 0/620
Mildew
Weak 13/124.6 10.4/96.8 8/78.4 4.4/64.6
Rule of Thumb 9/212 7.4/183.2 6.6/151 3.4/126.2
Power 0/506.2 0/505.6 0/401.4 0.4/383
RoT + Path 8.4/212.8 6.4/185.2 6.2/151.4 3.8/126.4
Power + Path 0/506.2 0/505.6 0/401.4 0.4/383
GS 0/549 0/549 0/549 0/549
Pathfinder
Weak 73.6/1209.2 76.67/1052 - -
Rule of Thumb 36.25/1349 39.5/1348 - -
Power 10.5/3356.5 7/3456.5 - -
RoT + Path 42.5/1204.75 49.5/1114 - -
Power + Path 10.5/3359 7/3439.5 - -
GS 0/5691 0/5691 0/5691 0/5691
Water
Weak 27.2/161 22.8/159 18.4/164.2 12.8/169
Rule of Thumb 27.2/161 22.8/159 18.4/164.2 12.8/169
Power 4/268.6 2/270.4 13.4/204.2 8.8/195.4
RoT + Path 30.6/160.8 27.8/159.2 24.6/158.6 20.6/158.6
Power + Path 4/268.6 2/270.4 13.6/204.2 9/198.2
GS 0/430 0/430 0/430 0/430
Win95pts
Weak 26.6/242 19.8/220.2 14.6/194.8 10.4/169
Rule of Thumb 26.6/242 19.8/220.2 14.6/194.8 10.4/169
Power 26.6/242 19.8/220.2 14.6/194.8 10.4/169
RoT + Path 46.6/245.6 39.4/220 31.2/182.8 20.6/146.8
Power + Path 44.6/246.2 37/221.4 29.6/183 19.4/147
GS 0/2738 0/2738 0/2738 0/2738
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CHAPTER 5
STATISTICAL APPROACHES FOR IMPROVING
POWER
The focus of this chapter is evaluating statistical approaches for improving the
power of hypothesis tests used for constraint identification. Since power is a statisti-
cal phenomenon, it would seem that statistical approaches would be the best approach
for improving power. However, as the experimental results presented in this chap-
ter show, statistical approaches for improving power often produce a net increase
in errors. These results demonstrate a fundamental trade-off between false negative
and false positive errors during constraint identification. In this chapter, I assess
the strength of multiple approaches for improving the power of constraint identifica-
tion, including a new constraint identification algorithm based on propensity score
matching.
5.1 Introduction
I explore techniques for improving the statistical power of individual hypothesis
tests in order to reduce the number of false negative errors made during skeleton
identification. Since the power of an individual test depends on the significance level
α, the rates of type I and type II errors are tied together. This is illustrated best by
the error rates at the extremes. At one extreme, it is possible to eliminate all false
negative errors by adding every edge and incurring the maximum number of false
positives. At the other extreme, it is possible to avoid any false positive errors by
not adding any edges and incurring the maximum number of false negative errors.
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The challenge, then, is to improve the power of an individual hypothesis test without
significantly increasing false positive errors.
In the remainder of the chapter, I evaluate three alternative statistical procedures
for improving the power of individual hypothesis tests. These alternatives are (1)
a χ2 test with different parameters, (2) the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test, and (3)
propensity score matching. With the exception of propensity score matching on one
network, each of the strategies results in an overall increase in the number of errors.
Both the χ2 test and propensity score matching improve the power of constraint
identification, resulting in a decrease in false negative errors; however, these gains in
power are negated by the increase in false positive errors. These results show that the
statistical approaches considered here, though using different strategies and varying
in complexity, are not sufficient for reducing false negative errors due to low statistical
power. Other strategies, such as the constraint satisfaction approaches described in
the following chapters, are needed to improve the overall error rate.
5.2 Improving Power With the χ2 Test
As described previously in Section 4.5, there are four components of a hypothesis
test that determine statistical power. These components are sample size, effect size,
degrees of freedom, and the significance level of the test [24]. The statistical power of
a test can only be improved by adjusting at least one of the four factors. In the social
sciences, the primary focus of statistical power analysis is determining how much
additional data (increase in sample size) needs to be collected in order to guarantee
adequate power [24]. In most applications of structure learning, however, gathering
more data is difficult, expensive, or both, limiting the sample size to the available
training data. The effect size is solely a characteristic of the data and cannot be
adjusted before running the test, although reasoning about the expected effect size
can help determine a suitable alternative hypothesis (see Section 4.5 for more details.)
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There are two remaining options for improving the power of the χ2 test: (1)
limit the degrees of freedom of the tests that are run (adjust the power threshold)
or (2) adjust the significance threshold. The degrees of freedom are an indicator
of the number of free parameters in the model and, therefore, the amount of data
needed to accurately fit the model. These two thresholds are shown graphically
in Figure 5.1. Here I use empirical evaluations to demonstrate how adjusting the
significance threshold both reduces false negative errors (improves power) and causes
an increase in false positive errors. In addition, I consider two different strategies for
adjusting the power threshold: one approach is varying the “rule of thumb” and the
other uses the Power correction to estimate a particular level of power.
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Figure 5.1: Pictorial representation of the two thresholds for determining power of a
hypothesis test.
5.2.1 Varying the Power Threshold
The existing FAS algorithm for constraint identification uses a power threshold
based on degrees of freedom (“rule of thumb”) to determine whether to run a test.
The motivation behind this threshold is to identify possible low-power tests and avoid
running those tests. This is a default decision to conclude dependence instead of
risking a false negative error due to low statistical power. The threshold is defined
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by a ratio of the sample size (N) to the degrees of freedom of the test. The standard
setting for the threshold is five ( N
dof
≤ 5). When the ratio falls below the threshold,
the data is considered too sparse and the test is not run. Degrees of freedom are
calculated using the method described by Spirtes et al. [87] and Fienberg [33].
To determine the effect of varying the degrees of freedom threshold, I ran the
FAS algorithm with each threshold on data generated from the Alarm, Insur-
ance, Powerplant, Water and Win95pts networks. I considered the following
values of the threshold: {5, 6, 7, 8, 9.10, 25, 50, 75, 100}. As shown in Figure 5.2, as
the threshold increases, the rate of false positive errors dramatically increases as the
number of tests that fall below the threshold also grows. Increasing the threshold in
this way makes it more likely for a contingency table to be sparse enough to trigger
a default decision. Changing this threshold also leads to a decrease in false nega-
tive errors, though this decrease is dwarfed by the increase in false positive errors.
These experiments only consider networks that contain variables with low cardinality.
However, the effects observed with low-cardinality variables are only magnified when
high-cardinality variables are included and even more tests fall below the threshold
for the default decision. For a given network, the distribution of degrees of freedom
of the tests is fixed; thus, at larger sample sizes, fewer and fewer tests are affected by
the threshold leading to the small changes in errors with larger sample sizes.
5.2.2 Varying the Significance Threshold
One approach for increasing the statistical power of the χ2 test is lowering the
significance threshold (increasing the p-value) that determines whether a test con-
cludes dependence. This adjustment allows more tests to reject the null hypothesis
and should result in a decrease in false negative errors, but also should result in an
increase in false positive errors as more edges are added to the skeleton. To determine
the effect of varying the significance hypothesis, I ran the FAS skeleton algorithm at
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Figure 5.2: Skeleton errors as DOF threshold increases to improve power
each significance level on data generated from the Alarm, Insurance, Power-
plant, Water and Win95pts networks. I considered the following significance
levels: α = {0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35}. As shown in
Figure 5.3, as α increases, the rate of false positive errors generally increases much
faster than the rate at which false negatives decrease, leading to an overall increase
in skeleton errors. While 0.05 is a reasonable general purpose threshold, on some
networks other thresholds lead to fewer overall errors.
5.2.3 Power Correction
The Power correction described in Chapter 4 is another approach for limiting the
degrees of freedom of the χ2 hypothesis test. Using the Power correction provides a
uniform power threshold for all tests and all sample sizes. This is in contrast to the
power threshold used above, which permits different power thresholds for different
tests. The results of the Power correction are shown in Section 4.6. Those show
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Figure 5.3: Skeleton errors as significance threshold decreases to improve power.
that while using the Power correction does lead to a significant decrease in false
negative errors, it also incurs many false positive errors.
5.3 Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel Test
The Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel (CMH) test is a statistical test of independence be-
tween two variables controlling for a set of possible confounding variables [23, 61, 62].
Unlike other tests of independence, the CMH test is based on a multiple hypergeo-
metric probability model and does not require a strong assumption of no three-way
(second-order) interactions [56]. These assumptions permit a model with fewer de-
grees of freedom and, consequently, increased power. For an i × j × k table, the
degrees of freedom for the CMH test is only (i− 1)(j − 1) [4] whereas for the χ2 test
the degrees of freedom is typically computed as (i− 1)(j− 1)k [87, 96]. However, the
CMH test does tend to lose power in the presence of interactions [56].
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Three-way interactions, however, are problematic in the general case of learning
the structure of Bayesian networks. Since the true relationship among the variables
is unknown prior to structure learning, three-way interactions may occur frequently,
leading to decreased power in the CMH test. To determine whether the CMH test
could be used as a replacement for the χ2 test during constraint identification, I
ran a set of empirical evaluations with the FAS algorithm where the χ2 hypothesis
tests were replaced with a generalized CMH test. Both tests are given the same
contingency table computed from the data; the only difference was the statistic. I
implemented this FAS-CMH algorithm in the PowerBayes software package using
the CMH test available in the R statistics package and available using a Java to R
interface. The results of these evaluations are shown in Figure 5.4. The results show
that the FAS-CMH algorithm does consistently worse across the three test datasets.
These results indicate that the possible gain in power from reducing the degrees of
freedom is negated by possible losses in power due to three-way interactions.
5.4 Matching using Propensity Scores
Matching is a technique from the experimental design literature used to improve
the reliability of causal inferences from data [82]. Rather than pooling the entire
sample for statistical analysis, matching creates pairs of instances that are similar but
have different values for the variables being tested for independence. This has the
potential for increasing power by reducing the variance of the sampling distribution
and improving the ability of the test to detect a significant effect. Propensity scores
are a widely used mechanism for matching.
5.4.1 Overview of Propensity Scores
Rosenbaum and Rubin [79] introduce the propensity score as a technique for
matching. Propensity scores are generally described from the perspective of an ad-
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ministrator of a hypothetical clinical trial. The goal of the trial is to determine the
efficacy of some new treatment (e.g., drug, surgery or other therapy) by applying that
treatment to a sample of the population and comparing it to alternative treatments
(often no treatment and/or the status quo) [52]. The gold standard is a randomized,
controlled study; however, this ideal may not be possible due to ethical or practical
reasons. Propensity score matching simulates a randomized, controlled study from
observational data by using a statistical model of the propensity for treatment based
on other observed variables, often called covariates. Units with similar propensity for
treatment but different actual treatment values are matched together into pairs and
used for analysis. The general propensity score approach has been defined in terms
of binary treatment variables but extensions to other types of variables have been
considered [59].
5.4.2 Propensity Score Matching for Constraint Identification
Although constraint identification does not match the standard uses of propen-
sity score matching, it is possible to map constraint identification into a matching
framework. The first task is determine the treatment variable T and the outcome
variable O. Each hypothesis test determines the independence between two variables;
thus, one variable is denoted treatment and the other outcome. The propensity score
framework is defined with binary treatment variables. Consequently I will only con-
sider Bayesian networks containing binary variables. Given a binary variable T , I
define the least common value of T to indicate that treatment was applied (T = 1).
The least common value must be used as the positive treatment value, otherwise
matching would not be possible. The other variable value is designated to indicate
that no treatment or the control condition was applied (T = 0).
Once treatment and outcome variables have be chosen, the next step is to learn a
propensity score model to predict the probability of treatment given a set of covariates
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X. A propensity score model is a conditional model of P (T = 1|X) where, for
Bayesian networks, X indicates all remaining variables once treatment and outcome
are chosen. For this work, I used a random forest model to generate a propensity
score for each instance [12], although any conditional probability model (e.g., linear
regression or naive Bayes classifier) could be used instead. The random forest is
learned using the entire training set and then applied to each individual instance
to determine the probability that that row will receive treatment. This probability
is computed by averaging the individual probability estimates of each of the trees
involved in the random forest. For binary data, the distance between instances is the
absolute value of the differences between the propensity scores of each instance.
Matching is performed using the distances between the treatment and non-treatment
instances. The purpose of matching is to identify a set of non-treatment instances
to be matched to the treatment instances that minimizes the distance between the
two groups. I use a greedy matching algorithm that, for each treatment instance,
finds the best remaining non-treatment instance. Greedy matching is not optimal
[59], but is fast. The optimal bipartite matching problem is well-studied in the com-
binatorial optimization literature [73]. The first strongly polynomial algorithm is the
Kuhn-Munkres algorithm, better known as the Hungarian algorithm [55, 69]. Optimal
matching is ideal but quickly became intractable for larger sample sizes.
Given a set of matched pairs, statistical analysis is performed to determine the
strength of correlation between the treatment and outcome variables. In the evalu-
ation in Section 5.4.4, I considered the following three statistical approaches: paired
statistics, stratification on propensity score, and pooling of the treatment and non-
treatment instances. For binary data, McNemar’s test is a suitable paired test [64].
The Stuart-Maxwell test is a generalization of McNemar’s test for multi-way data
[63, 90]. Stratification on propensity score is another common use of the propensity
score methodology. Stratification bins instances with similar propensity scores to-
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gether, then uses a conditional statistic to compute the correlation conditioned on
the propensity score. Stratification also provides the opportunity to smooth over a
poor match. Finally, the pooling approach uses the χ2 statistic as in typical con-
straint identification but on a subset of the data defined by the matches. I compare
the efficacy of each of the approaches below.
5.4.3 Trade-off between Sample Complexity and Power
Matching produces a reduction in sample size as instances not included in a
matched pair are not included in the final analysis. This has two effects: reduc-
tion in variance (increasing power) and reduction in sample size (decreasing power).
Matching will only be a benefit if the increase in power due to variance reduction
exceeds the decrease in power due to sample size reduction. When treatment is rare,
the resulting sample size is much smaller than the original training set. This is par-
ticularly a problem on datasets where many of the variables are highly skewed. To
counter any possible reductions in power, I introduce an ensemble approach that com-
bines both a χ2 statistic and matching statistic to determine independence. If either
test concludes dependence then the edge is maintained. Used this way, the matching
approach can only improve the power of constraint identification.
5.4.4 Matching Evaluation
We evaluated the different approaches to matching on datasets generated from
the win95pts dataset and 25 binary datasets generated using the BNGenerator [48].
Evaluation was limited to these datasets since propensity score matching is designed
for binary treatment variables. On win95pts, I considered datasets with 500 and
2000 samples. On the synthetic binary datasets, I considered datasets with 500,
2000, and 5000 samples. There are three parts to the evaluation. First, I evaluated
the different matching approaches on marginal (pairwise) accuracy alone. Marginal
true positives indicate whether treatment and outcome are marginally independent
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(T ⊥⊥ O|∅) in the true network. Marginal dependence indicates that a qualifying
path, as defined by d-separation, between the two variables exists, and does not
necessarily indicate that there is an edge between the two variables directly. The
structural accuracy of the different matching approaches is shown in Figure 5.5. The
stratification approach is the only approach to improve power over the standard FAS
approach.
The next stage of evaluation incorporates the stratification matching approach
into the full FAS algorithm. To run conditional independence tests that the full
FAS algorithm requires, I add the stratification variable to the conditioning set when
running a conditional independence test. Again, an ensemble approach is used; inde-
pendence is concluded if both the χ2 and matching statistic conclude independence.
The results of these evaluations are shown in Figure 5.6. The full FAS algorithm using
the matching statistic also leads to an increase in power, evidenced by the decrease
in false negative errors. Like other statistical approaches described earlier in the
chapter, matching also exhibits a trade-off between false negative and false positive
errors. However, unlike varying the thresholds of the traditional χ2 test, with match-
ing it is possible to have the increase in power and reduce the false positive errors
by increasing the significance threshold (lowering the p-value). The effects of varying
the significance threshold used by the matching statistic is shown in Figure 5.7. On
the synthetic binary networks, the matching statistic produces models with the same
number of skeleton errors as the FAS algorithm but with fewer false negative errors
and more false positive errors. On win95pts, the increase in power provided by
matching is offset by additional false positive errors, resulting in an overall increase
in errors.
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5.5 Related Work
5.5.1 Alternative Statistical Approaches
The most common alternative statistical approaches appearing in the literature
are the Bayesian and mutual information tests of independence. As mentioned in
Section 3.2.1, a Bayesian test is usually a Bayesian score such as BDeu [1, 27]. If
adding the edge leads to an improvement in score, then dependence is assumed. This
corresponds to adjusting the significance threshold to increase power as considered in
Section 5.2.2. One advantage of the Bayesian approach is the ability to smooth with
a prior to improve statistical power [27]. As with all Bayesian approaches, incorrectly
choosing a prior can lead to biased results. In addition, averaging over multiple
models can be computationally more intensive [58]. Mutual information has also
been proposed as a method for improving statistical power [18]. Like the Bayesian
approach, a test of mutual information is usually combined with a weak significance
threshold that varies with both the sample size and the size of the test [18, 96]. The
form of the mutual information statistic is closely related to G2 statistic, and can be
plagued by the same statistical issues as the G2 statistic [47].
5.5.2 Reverse Multiple Comparisons
Recently, researchers have begun to view structure learning of Bayesian networks
as a multiple comparisons problem (MCP) [57, 58, 94]. An MCP occurs when many
hypothesis tests are considered simultaneously. Considering multiple tests increases
the probability that a single test will exceed the significance threshold by chance
alone, leading to an excess of type I errors. This type of multiple comparisons problem
is prevalent in artificial intelligence algorithms [50]. Existing corrections for multiple
comparisons focus on limiting the number of type I errors by adjusting the significance
threshold to account for multiple tests [10, 38].
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Constraint identification algorithms, such as FAS, also exhibit a reverse multiple
comparison problem. A reverse multiple comparisons problem (RMCP) occurs when
the goal of the multiple tests is to accept the null hypothesis (prove independence),
rather than find significant correlations. In this situation, running multiple tests
increases the probability of a type II error. In the FAS algorithm, a reverse multiple
comparisons problem occurs both within a set of tests at a given separating set
size and between sets of tests with different separating sets. Recall that the FAS
algorithm runs all tests at a given separating set size (n) before considering tests
at a larger set size. When n ≥ 1, FAS tries all separating sets of size n in an
attempt to prove independence. If a single test succeeds in proving independence,
then the edge is removed from the model and the pair of variables is not considered
again. The FAS algorithm also considers tests at different values of n in an attempt
to prove independence. Both of these algorithmic choices contribute to an RMCP.
Similar situations occur in other constraint identification algorithms such as MMPC
or TPDA [18, 96].
Unlike traditional MCPs, where the rate of type I errors can be controlled by
a single threshold α, it is difficult to analytically bound the rate of type II errors
in RMCPs; the rate of type II errors β depends on multiple characteristics of the
test. In addition to α, computing β (or statistical power, which is defined as 1 − β)
depends on the specification of an exact alternative hypothesis to pit against the
null hypothesis. In situations where structure learning is required, the alternative
hypothesis is rarely known with certainty, otherwise structure learning would not
be necessary. Unfortunately, this means it is very difficult to improve the power of
constraint identification by accounting for the RCMP.
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5.6 Discussion
Statistical approaches for improving statistical power must account for the fun-
damental trade-off between false negative and false positive errors. In each of the
approaches considered in this chapter, any decrease in false negative errors was ac-
companied by an increase in false positive errors, often resulting in a net increase
of total number of errors. The one exception was propensity score matching on the
synthetically generated binary networks. In this case, the gains in false negative
errors offset the losses in false positive errors, resulting in no net change. One ad-
vantage the propensity score matching approach holds over χ2 -based approaches is
the ability to vary the significance thresholds to control the trade-off between false
negative and false positive errors. This permits an increase in power due to matching
and the ability to limit the number of false positive errors. Despite the promise of
propensity score matching, the statistical approaches attempted here do not produce
consistent net reductions in the the number of overall errors. Instead, other methods,
such as constraint satisfaction, are needed to combine statistical and non-statistical
improvements for reducing overall error. The first constraint satisfaction approaches
for structure learning of Bayesian networks are described in the following chapters.
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Figure 5.4: Skeleton errors made by the FAS algorithm after replacing the χ2 test
with the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test.
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CHAPTER 6
EDGE ORIENTATION AS CONSTRAINT
OPTIMIZATION
Until now, the focus of the thesis has been reducing errors in the constraint identifi-
cation phase of structure learning by improving individual hypothesis tests. However,
the previous chapter demonstrated that statistical approaches alone are not sufficient
to reduce errors in constraint identification algorithms. In the following two chapters,
I describe new algorithms based on constraint satisfaction as alternative methods for
improving structural accuracy.
First, I apply constraint satisfaction techniques to the edge orientation phase of
constraint-based structure learning. In the edge orientation phase, a learning algo-
rithm uses the learned constraints to form a fully directed Bayesian network. Due
to errors in constraint identification, the constraints may not be consistent, making
it impossible to find an orientation for the edges that satisfies all of the constraints.
When faced with inconsistencies, existing edge orientation algorithms produce models
that are not Bayesian networks. This is a result of a decision to consider constraints
independently.
In this chapter, I introduce a new edge orientation algorithm based on constraint
optimization. Constraint satisfaction approaches, like constraint optimization, use
the fact that independence constraints are global path constraints that share indi-
vidual edges in the graph. Constraint optimization exploits this interaction among
the independence constraints to produce model structures that are guaranteed to be
DAGs, but still have structural accuracy that meets or exceeds the structural accu-
racy of existing edge orientation algorithms. In addition, this new algorithm eschews
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deterministic orientation rules in favor of powerful search techniques that find the
structure which is most consistent with the constraints.
6.1 Introduction
Edge orientation is the process of taking the independence constraints identified
during constraint identification and creating a fully oriented Bayesian network. Recall
that the independence constraints can be decomposed into an undirected skeleton,
indicating the binary edge decisions implied by the constraints, and the separating
sets. The standard approach to edge orientation assumes that the skeleton and sep-
arating sets are fixed, and only the orientations of the edges can be changed in order
to satisfy the constraints.
Unlike traditional constraint optimization problems, independence constraints are
not atomic. There is no single operation that can be applied to the skeleton to satisfy
a constraint. Instead, independence constraints are path constraints that depend on
interactions among the orientations of possibly many edges. The interactions depend
on the d-separation relationships between the variables involved with the constraint
(see Section 2.1 for more details). In the worst case, changing the orientation of a
single edge can affect the status of every constraint.
Due to errors in constraint identification, the learned constraints may not be
consistent and cannot be satisfied simultaneously by a valid Bayesian network. When
this situation occurs, edge orientation algorithms either produce a structure which is
not a Bayesian network or produce valid Bayesian networks that do not satisfy all of
the constraints. The only existing constraint-based orientation algorithm, which I call
PC-Edge, uses the first strategy and can produce models with bidirected edges and
cycles. I describe the PC-Edge algorithm in more detail in the following section. In
the remainder of the chapter, I describe a novel, second algorithm for edge orientation,
called Edge-Opt, based on a constraint optimization strategy that guarantees a
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valid Bayesian structure and produces orientations that are no less accurate than the
orientations produced by PC-Edge. Edge-Opt was first introduced by Fast and
Jensen [30].
6.2 Edge Orientation in the PC Algorithm
The PC-Edge algorithm for edge orientation is derived from steps C and D of
the PC algorithm [87]. The basis of the algorithm is the following theorem:
Theorem 1. (Verma and Pearl [98]) Two DAGs are equivalent if and only if they
have the same skeletons and same v-structures.
A v-structure is a structure of edges of the following form: X → Z ← Y . Assuming
constraint identification is accurate, the learned constraints identify a skeleton that
matches the skeleton of the generating distribution. All that remains for identifying an
equivalent DAG to the generating distribution is accurately orienting the v-structures.
PC-Edge relies on the correspondence between conditional independence and
graphical d-separation relations to orient the v-structures in a given skeleton. A
collider is a v-structure X → Z ← Y such that X ⊥⊥ Y and Z 6∈ Sepset(X, Y ). Col-
liders are the only d-separation structure that can be uniquely identified directly from
conditional independence constraints. To orient colliders, PC-Edge first identifies
all triples in the skeleton. A triple is a structure X − Z − Y with no edge between
X and Y . Each triple is then checked against the separating sets to determine if the
conditional independence condition (i.e., X ⊥⊥ Y and Z 6∈ Sepset(X, Y )) holds for
that triple. If so, then the triple is oriented as a collider. Note that only the vari-
ables involved with the collider are considered; the remainder of the sepset is ignored.
After all of the colliders have been oriented, an additional set of deterministic rules
is applied to propagate the orientations to as many remaining undirected edges as
possible [87]. These rules are often called Meek’s Rules since they were formalized by
Meek [65].
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When the skeleton and separating sets are perfectly correct (i.e., learned in the
sample limit), the PC-Edge algorithm is sound and complete [87]. However, when
there are errors in constraint identification, PC-Edge often fails to return a valid
Bayesian network. Since PC-Edge considers each constraint independently when
orienting colliders, it is possible for bidirected edges or cycles to occur in the final
network. Figure 6.1 shows a simple case where considering the constraints indepen-
dently leads to a bidirected edge. In the example, the constraints both have empty
separating sets, however, there is no DAG which is consistent with the skeleton and
both constraints. Since the PC-Edge algorithm considers each constraint indepen-
dently, it orients each collider according to the constraints and produces a model with
a bidirected edge.
A bidirected edge can be interpreted either as an indicator of an unobserved
variable influencing both endpoints of the edge or as an indicator of a possible error.
A group of graphical models called ancestral graphs have been developed to deal
with the former interpretation of bidirected edges [78]. Unfortunately, these models
cannot be scored with existing penalized likelihood scores as there is currently no
known parameterization of these models for discrete data [87]. This precludes the
use of likelihood-based scores such as BDeu. Therefore, I do not consider that case
in this thesis. As in the example described above, overlapping colliders occur when
the separating set does not contain the proper d-separators. Since running low-power
statistical tests during constraint identification often results in smaller separating
sets, the results in this thesis provide evidence that bidirected edges are quite likely
to occur as a result of an error and should be avoided, if possible.
6.3 Constraint Optimization Algorithm
In this section, I describe the Edge-Opt algorithm for edge orientation. In
contrast to previous approaches, the Edge-Opt algorithm always produces a valid
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(a) Original network
X
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(b) Skeleton and separating sets with a false nega-
tive error and separating set error from low-power
tests.
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(c) Overlapping triples as a result of errors.
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(d) Orienting colliders indepen-
dently.
Figure 6.1: Anatomy of a bidirected edge. Since the PC-Edge algorithm considers
constraints independently, overlapping colliders are oriented with a bidirected edge
as a result of errors in the constraints.
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Bayesian network model. This is achieved by considering all constraints jointly and
using a constraint optimization strategy to search over possible orientations to find
the orientation which satisfies the maximum number of constraints. The Edge-Opt
algorithm is the first edge orientation algorithm based on constraint optimization and,
to my knowledge, only the second edge orientation algorithm to use the constraints
for edge orientation.
The Edge-Opt algorithm is a greedy search algorithm that starts from a random
orientation of the skeleton S. For each triple appearing in the skeleton, Edge-Opt
applies the newToggleCollider edge operator to produce successors to the current
structure. Each successor is then scored based on the number of constraints that
are satisfied by that structure. The successor which satisfies the most constraints
is set as the current state and the algorithm repeats until no application of the
ToggleCollider operator results in more constraints to be satisfied. This is a
search procedure over edge orientations of a fixed skeleton, no edges can be added or
removed from structure. Pseudocode describing Edge-Opt is found in Algorithm 3.
Ideally, I would like to use a complete search algorithm to find the best orientation of
edges appearing in S. However, this is not feasible with reasonably sized networks,
as the number of possible orientations grows exponentially with the number of edges
appearing in S.
In the following sections, I will describe the details and innovations that went into
the Edge-Opt algorithm. These include how to determine whether a constraint is
satisfied, details on the ToggleCollider search operator, and strategies considered
for avoiding local optima. In addition, I provide an analysis of the computational
complexity of the algorithm.
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Algorithm 3 Edge Orientation via Constraint Optimization
procedure Edge-Opt(Constraints C, k, numRestarts)
. Get skeleton and dependency model.
(S,M) = C
D∗ = nil . Global best structure.
for i = 1 to numRestarts do
D = Get-Random-Orientation(S)
while True do
N = Get-Successors(D,M)
if |N| == 0 then
break
end if
D′ = Get-Best-Successor(N,M)
if NumSat(D′,M)>NumSat(D∗,M) then
D∗ = D′
end if
D = D′
end while
end for
return D∗
end procedure
procedure Get-Successors(D,M)
T = Get-Triples(D)
N = {}
for t ∈ T do
n = Toggle-Collider(t,D)
if NumSat(n,M) > NumSat(D,M) then
N = N ∪ n
end if
end for
return N
end procedure
procedure Get-Best-Successor(N,M)
N = Shuffle(N)
size = Max(1, k ∗ |N|)
N′ = {N1, . . . , Nsize}
n∗ = nil
for n ∈ N do
if NumSat(n,M)>NumSat(n∗,M) then
n∗ = n
end if
end for
return n∗
end procedure
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6.3.1 Definition of Constraints
The first step to creating an algorithm for edge orientation based on constraint
optimization is defining the constraints to be satisfied. As described elsewhere in
this thesis, the constraints being satisfied are independence assertions of the form
(X ⊥⊥ Y |Z) indicating that “X is independent of Y given Z.” The edge is included
in the skeleton if there is no independence constraint between the endpoints of the
edge. If the constraints represent a dependency model, then satisfying all of the
constraints will result in a Bayesian network compatible with that dependency model
[74]. Due to errors in the constraints, it is unlikely that any Bayesian network will
satisfy all of the constraints; therefore, edge orientation via edge optimization can be
viewed as selecting the largest dependency model from the set of constraints that is
consistent with a Bayesian network.
If we make the assumptions of Spirtes et al. [87]—no latent variables, the distribu-
tion represented by the training data is faithful to a DAG, and the statistical decisions
made from the data are correct (e.g., made in the sample limit)—then it follows di-
rectly from the definitions of a dependency model and a Bayesian network that this
constraint formulation is sound. A DAG which satisfies all of the constraints will be
equivalent to the structure of the generating distribution. Therefore, like PC-Edge,
Edge-Opt is sound in the sample limit since both algorithms use the independence
constraint identified from skeleton identification.
6.3.2 Determining whether a Constraint is Satisfied
Due to the correspondence between conditional independence and d-separation,
a natural definition for constraint satisfaction is that a constraint (X ⊥⊥ Y |Z) is
satisfied by a given structure if X and Y are d-separated given Z in that structure.
This definition alone is not suitable for our purposes as d-separation is defined as the
absence of a path with particular characteristics (c.f. Section 2.1). Therefore, it is
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possible to create a structure to satisfy a d-separation statement in two ways: (1)
create a path with the particular characteristics or (2) do not create any paths at
all. Under the natural definition for constraints, the empty network (no edges) would
satisfy every independence constraint.
To avoid this situation, I define an independence constraint (X ⊥⊥ Y |Z) to be
satisfied by a DAG D if Z is a minimal d-separator of X and Y in D. A set Z
is a minimal d-separator if Z is a d-separator and no proper subset of Z is also a
d-separator [93]. Minimality guarantees that Z is both necessary and sufficient to
d-separate X and Y . Defining constraints in terms of minimal d-separation requires
that every variable in the separating set appear on a path between X and Y . The
collider constraints used by PC-Edge do not consider the entire sepset, only checking
whether a single variable appears in the set. To check whether a constraint holds in
D, I use Algorithm 1 of Tian et al. [93]. The minimal d-separation algorithm relies
on the algorithms of Geiger et al. [37] for checking d-separation in a subset of the
original graph. The check for minimal d-separation runs in time proportional to |Z|
times the number of edges in the graph.
To choose among possible successors, I count the number of constraints satisfied
by each successor and choose the successor that satisfies the maximum number of
constraints. In the case of ties, I choose the successor with the higher BDeu score.
This scoring scheme gives each constraint an implicit unit weight. In addition, I add
a hard acyclicity constraint to guarantee that the best successor is always a DAG.
6.3.3 ToggleCollider Search Operator
Every DAG D that is a member of a particular equivalence class shares the same
d-separation relationships with every member of the class [21]. Since d-separation
relationships correspond to conditional independencies, it is impossible to improve
the number of independence constraints satisfied without changing the d-separation
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relationships. Therefore, the most efficient method for searching orientation is to
search over equivalence classes of DAGs and not just search in DAG space since not
every single edge reversal results in a change in equivalence class.
Edge orientation is unique because the skeleton is fixed and only the edge orien-
tations can change. Existing methods for searching over equivalence classes assume
a variable skeleton and are designed to maximize a likelihood score, not constraint
satisfaction [20, 91]. To make efficient search over orientations possible, a search
operator is needed to search over equivalence classes with a fixed skeleton.
Z
X
Y
Z
X
Y
Z
X
Y
Z
X
Y
Figure 6.2: The Toggle-Collider operator
To address this need, I created the ToggleCollider search operator for edge
orientation. From Theorem 1, two DAGs are equivalent, i.e., in the same equivalence
class, if they have the same skeleton and the same v-structures (colliders). Since the
skeleton is fixed in edge orientation, the only way to move between equivalence classes
is to change the v-structures. Consequently, each successor state generated by the
ToggleCollider operator differs from the current search state in the number of
v-structures. This is achieved in the following manner. For every triple of variables
in a DAG D, Toggle-Collider either makes the triple into a collider (right to left
in Figure 6.2) or breaks the existing collider in each of three possible ways (left to
right in Figure 6.2). These operations correspond to removing or adding a conditional
independence relation to graph, respectively. Note that changing one collider may
introduce one or more additional colliders. Since the successors states contain the
same skeleton but a different set of colliders from D, the successor states are not
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in the same equivalence class as D (though multiple successors may be in the same
equivalence class) [98]. The size of the search space depends on the number of triples
in S.
6.3.4 Avoiding Local Optima
As with all greedy search strategies, it is possible for the search process to get
stuck in local optima. I incorporate two strategies for avoiding local maxima: a k-
greedy approach [70] and random restarts. The k-greedy strategy consists of choosing
the successor randomly from a fraction of the set of improved successors as defined
by k, k ∈ (0, 1]. If k = 1, all of the successors are considered and pure greedy search
is performed. If k is sufficiently small, then a successor is chosen at random. I found
that the choice of k didn’t affect the performance, and for all of the experiments
described in this paper I used k = 0.5. The results of the parameter search are shown
in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. I observed that only a small number of random restarts were
sufficient to produce structural accuracies that were equivalent or better than PC-
Edge. When I ran Edge-Opt alone, I used numRestarts = 25; for runs as part of
constraint relaxation in Chapter 7, I used numRestarts = 3.
6.3.5 Computational Complexity
The computational complexity of the Edge-Opt algorithm depends on the char-
acteristics of the learned constraints. First, the number of minimal d-separation
checks required to evaluate a possible orientation depends on the number of indepen-
dence constraints. Since there is at most one constraint for each pair of variables,
the number of possible independence constraints is O(n2) where n is the number of
variables. Second, the number of states to evaluate depends on the branching factor
of the search process. This process is O(T ), where T is the number of triples in the
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of Compelled F-Measure across number of random restarts
for each value of k.
learned skeleton. Figure 6.5 shows the growth of the number of triples as the sample
size grows.
Intuitively, the growth of these two characteristics are inversely related, though the
actual relationship depends on the data. In general, as the number of independence
constraints grows, both the number of edges in the skeleton and the number of triples
decreases. However, both quantities also grow as the number of variables grows.
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6.4 Evaluating Constraint Optimization
6.4.1 Structural Accuracy
To evaluate Edge-Opt as a replacement for the PC-Edge algorithm, I compared
the structural accuracy of models produced by both our constraint optimization ap-
proach and the PC-Edge algorithm. Evaluating structural accuracy requires data
generated from a known structure. To satisfy this requirement, I trained on data
with a range of sample sizes generated from the following networks drawn from real-
world domains: Alarm, Insurance, Powerplant1, Water, and Win95pts2.
I also trained on data generated from 25 random networks created using the BN-
Generator3 software [48]. I used the following parameter settings: nNodes chosen
uniformly between 15 and 25, minInDegree=4, maxOutDegree=5, maxVal=5. The
sample sizes I considered for Alarm, Insurance,Water and Win95pts were
n = {250, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 7500, 10000} and for Powerplant and the synthetic
networks I considered n = {500, 5000, 10000}.
We compare the structural accuracy of the PC-Edge and Edge-Opt algorithms
using compelled F-measure and the structural Hamming distance (SHD) metric (Fig-
ure 6.6). Compelled F-measure is an indicator of the correctness of the causal claims
made by the learned structure (higher is better). SHD is an overall measure of
structural accuracy and indicates the number of deviations between the learned and
true models (lower is better). Edge-Opt performs significantly better on compelled
F-measure (p = 0.01) than PC-Edge on three of the five scenarios I considered
(Powerplant, Win95pts, and Synthetic), and is statistically indistinguishable
in the other cases. The difference in performance on Water could be considered
1Available from http://bndg.cs.aau.dk/Bayesian_networks/powerplant.net
2Alarm, Insurance, Water, and Win95pts are available from the Bayesian Network Repository:
http://compbio.cs.huji.ac.il/Repository/
3http://www.pmr.poli.usp.br/ltd/Software/BNGenerator/index.html
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weakly significant as p = 0.099. SHD is indistinguishable across all five networks
considered. Performance is averaged over 5 training runs on each real network, and
averaged across all 25 structures for the synthetic data. To test the significance of
the differences between the learning curves, I used the randomized ANOVA approach
developed by Piater et al. [77] with 1000 sample runs. These results indicate that
constraint optimization is a suitable replacement for the PC-Edge algorithm within
our constraint relaxation algorithm, which requires an edge orientation algorithm that
is guaranteed to produce a DAG.
6.4.2 Likelihood
For datasets with unknown structure, it is impossible to evaluate the structural
accuracy of a learning algorithm. Although Edge-Opt does not optimize for like-
lihood, I present likelihood of the learned models on common evaluation datasets
for Bayesian network structure learning. I considered the following datasets in these
experiments: Credit4, COIL5, and Letters6. On datasets with both training
and test data, I pooled both collections into a single large dataset. I used five-fold
cross-validation to create five training/test splits on this pooled dataset. Results of
running these algorithms are shown in Table 6.1. As expected, the likelihood of the
other models significantly outperforms the loglikelihood of the Edge-Opt algorithm.
Significance calculations were performed using a paired t-test with a significance level
of p = 0.05.
4Available from http://www.stat.uni-muenchen.de/service/datenarchiv/kredit/kredit_
e.html
5COIL is available from the UCI KDD Archive http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/
6Letters is available from http://www.autonlab.org/autonweb/15958.html?branch=
1&language=2
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Table 6.1: Likelihood on datasets with unknown structure. Bold indicates a signifi-
cant improvement over Edge-Opt.
COIL Credit Letters
Edge-Opt -26656.62 -14852.90 -181130.53
PC-Hybrid -26432.79 -13398.88 -159258.96
Greedy Search -26347.85 -13465.42 -158395.92
6.4.3 Runtime
With the current implementation, the Edge-Opt algorithm guarantees a DAG
and improved structural accuracy in exchange for increased runtimes. Figure 6.8
shows the runtime results of the Edge-Opt algorithm on the runs described in
Section 6.4.1. The Edge-Opt algorithm with 25 restarts is considerably slower than
PC-Edge and slower than other popular approaches for learning the structure of
Bayesian networks. However, based on the results of the parameter search presented
in Section 6.3.4, similar performance could be achieved with many fewer restarts,
reducing the overall runtime.
The majority of the additional time is spent on the minimal d-separation checks
for each of the constraints for each of the successors. Although the structure of the
graph remains the same between constraints, the algorithm for checking minimal
d-separation does not incorporate information from previous runs. Therefore, the
runtimes reported in Figure 6.8 are an upper-bound as it should be possible to cache
the results of the minimal d-separation checks to save time when running multiple
runs, as happens in the Edge-Opt algorithm. Developing a d-separation cache is
beyond the scope of this thesis, but would be interesting to explore in the future.
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6.5 Related Work
The Edge-Opt algorithm is inspired by but distinct from traditional constraint
satisfaction problems (CSP) that are a staple of artificial intelligence [28, 35]. Both
techniques rely on search to find satisfying assignments; however, the Edge-Opt
algorithm searches in the space of Bayesian networks and traditional CSP search in
the space of constraints. The operators used to search in the space of Bayesian net-
works are the same as the operators for search in directed graphs. Directed edges
can be added, deleted, or removed from the graph at each step. In the context of
constraint optimization, these operators are not atomic with respect to the indepen-
dence constraints; a single edge operator can affect the status of many constraints,
unlike operators in traditional CSPs. Because of this overlap, the constraint graph
for Bayesian networks is fully connected. Therefore, optimizations for CSPs that rely
on the structure of the constraint graph, such as forward checking, do not apply here.
Weighted constraint optimization is a related optimization problem considered in
the CSP literature [28, 35, 72]. In place of the standard boolean constraints, weighted
constraint optimization problems specify a set of weights along with the constraints.
Rather than attempting to satisfy all of the constraints, the goal of weighted CSP
is to optimize the sum of weights of the satisfied constraints. I considered both
p-value and estimated power of the test as possible weightings for the Edge-Opt
algorithm. Both of those approaches (and related approaches) are inappropriate for
improving the structural accuracy of constraint optimization for Bayesian networks.
Since low statistical power is the largest source of error in constraint identification,
both the p-value and statistical power are non-linear in the constraints to be satisfied.
High statistical power (p-value) always indicates a strong constraint; however, low
statistical power can indicate either a true independence or an inability to detect a
dependence in the data. Therefore, maximizing for statistical power results in a lower
probability of inaccurate constraints being corrected by the search algorithm.
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Refining the orientation produced by PC-Edge is an alternative strategy for ad-
dressing errors. Abellan et al. [1] use unconstrained greedy search to refine the model
produced by the PC algorithm. This refinement does not consider either the skeleton
or the sepsets in determining the final orientation. Badea [8] and Steck and Tresp
[89] both describe post hoc approaches for revising the learned structure based on
the inconsistency of the constraints. Both of these approaches operate by identifying
inconsistencies and adding ambiguity to the model in the form of undirected edges
to address those consistencies. Neither approach attempts to optimize the number of
constraints satisfied by the structure.
Finally, there are other edge orientation algorithms that are applicable under
different assumptions than those taken in this work. A related algorithm to PC-
Edge, called FCI, is sound and complete with unobserved, or latent, variables and in
the presence of both latent variables and selection bias [86, 87]. This is an interesting
problem but beyond the scope of the current work.
6.6 Discussion
The Edge-Opt algorithm is an asymptotically sound approach for edge orien-
tation in constraint-based algorithms. Unlike the PC-Edge algorithm, Edge-Opt
always produces a DAG structure. This makes using traditional scoring metrics such
as BDeu or loglikelihood a possibility for scoring learned structures. Despite the
additional guarantee of producing a DAG, the Edge-Opt algorithm maintains the
structural accuracy of the PC-Edge algorithm, and in certain instances is more
accurate. The Edge-Opt algorithm is only the second algorithm to fully utilize
independence constraints for edge orientation.
Due to errors in constraint identification, the constraints are typically not consis-
tent and cannot be represented by a DAG. The PC-Edge algorithm and Edge-Opt
algorithm embody two different design choices for dealing with this situation. PC-
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Edge effectively assumes that the constraints are correct and the assumption that
the distribution can be represented by a DAG is incorrect. PC-Edge, therefore,
chooses to produce structures that are consistent with the constraints, but that are
not a DAG. In contrast, Edge-Opt effectively assumes that the constraints can be
incorrect and that the assumption of a DAG model should be maintained. The results
presented in this chapter show that both approaches produce models with similar ac-
curacy; however, the approach taken by Edge-Opt has some additional advantages
over PC-Edge, namely always produces a DAG structure, which I will capitalize on
in the next chapter.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of Compelled F-Measure across values of k for each number
of random restarts.
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PC-Edge and Edge-Opt. Differences are significant at p = 0.01 on Powerplant
and Win95pts networks and statistically indistinguishable in the other cases.
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Figure 6.8: Runtime of Edge-Opt algorithm with 25 restarts compared with other
algorithms.
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CHAPTER 7
CONSTRAINT RELAXATION
Constraint relaxation is a new paradigm for learning the structure of Bayesian
networks. Unlike existing constraint-based algorithms, constraint relaxation unifies
constraint identification and edge orientation into a single search procedure. Com-
bining the two phases of structure learning provides an opportunity to reduce errors
in the constraints and improve overall structural accuracy. The Relax algorithm
described below is the first algorithm to use constraint relaxation for learning the
structure of Bayesian networks.
7.1 Introduction
Existing constraint-based algorithms run constraint identification independently
from edge orientation, only passing the constraints to edge orientation and allowing
no information to be passed back to constraint identification. Unifying both phases
into a single search procedure provides an opportunity to improve the correctness
of the learned constraints and the structural accuracy of the overall model. The
independence constraints used in constraint-based algorithms are global constraints,
providing information about paths between variables rather than individual edges.
Although the constraints are global, they are learned using only local tests. By
unifying the two phases, it makes it possible for the global structure from orientation
to influence the determination of the constraints. Since the original constraints are
likely to contain errors, the constraint optimization approach described in Chapter 6
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is not enough to improve structural accuracy as satisfying the (incorrect) constraints
will still produce incorrect structure.
Constraint relaxation is the first approach for learning the structure of Bayesian
networks that searches over constraints and orientations simultaneously. A unified
search procedure provides the opportunity to improve the correctness of the learned
constraints by “relaxing” or ignoring constraints that have a negative effect on struc-
tural accuracy. In Section 7.3, I describe Relax, the first algorithm for constraint
relaxation for learning the structure of Bayesian networks. Relax first appeared in
my prior work [30]. To make constraint relaxation possible, Relax is a synthesis of
three major strategies for learning the structure of Bayesian networks into a single
algorithm. Relax is a hybrid algorithm that combines constraint-based and search-
and-score algorithms into a single algorithm and uses the learned independence con-
straints in conjunction with a likelihood score to orient edges in a Bayesian network
[83, 96]. In addition, Relax is a refinement algorithm. Refinement algorithms use
complementary approaches for structure learning to refine the results of a constraint-
based algorithm [1]. In the following sections, I provide additional background on
both hybrid and refinement algorithms, then describe the Relax algorithm in detail
followed by experimental evaluation.
7.2 Background
7.2.1 Existing Hybrid Algorithms
Hybrid algorithms for learning the structure of Bayesian networks combine ap-
proaches from both the constraint-based and search-and-score paradigms. Constraint-
based algorithms use only local hypothesis tests to learn the constraints, and as a
result, can be quite fast. Search-and-score techniques use a penalized likelihood score
and not hypothesis tests to consider all dependencies that increase the score, not
just those indicating significant correlations. This flexibility permits the exploration
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of structures which are “nearby” to those structure which satisfy many constraints.
Since search-and-score algorithms are typically scoring a global structure, they can
be less efficient than constraint-based algorithms. Hybrid algorithms use constraint-
based algorithms to provide a boundary for the search procedure in an attempt to
combine the efficiency of constraint-based approaches with the flexibility of a search-
and-score algorithm.
The Max-Min Hill Climbing (MMHC) algorithm is a hybrid algorithm which uses
an undirected skeleton as a boundary for the search procedure, followed by a greedy
search procedure that is restricted to edges appearing in the skeleton [96]. Although
the undirected skeleton is learned using a constraint identification algorithm, MMHC
disregards the separating sets and only considers edges that appear in the skeleton.
MMHC uses a greedy search procedure that starts from an empty network and then
adds, deletes, and reverses edges until the scoring metric cannot be improved. Only
edges appearing in the skeleton can be added to the final network; however, since the
search starts from the empty network, not all edges appearing in the skeleton will be
added to the final model. Consequently, MMHC allows corrections to false positive
errors in the constraints by excluding an edge that appears in the skeleton from the
final model, but cannot address false negative errors as no edge omitted from the
skeleton can be included in the final model.
Instead of an undirected skeleton as a boundary, Singh and Valtorta [83] introduce
a hybrid algorithm that uses a constraint-based approach to learn an ordering over
the variables that can then be used as an input to a greedy search algorithm such
as K2 [25], which requires variable ordering as an input. Given a variable ordering,
a structure which maximizes the scoring metric can be found in polynomial time
[25, 92].
The hybrid algorithms described above both use constraint-based algorithms first
to identify a boundary on the greedy search. Acid and de Campos [2] describe an
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alternative hybrid approach that searches over model structures and, for a given
structure, checks whether the independence relations implied by the structure hold
in the data. This is not a true constraint-based approach as the independence tests
do not constrain the possible model structure. Instead, the independence tests are
used to score competing structures.
7.2.2 Existing Refinement Algorithms
Refinement algorithms run a constraint-based structure learning algorithm, such
as PC, to completion and then use an alternative approach as a post-processing step.
One approach for refinement is to use the logical relationships among constraints and
orientations to identify possible errors. Bromberg and Margaritis [14] use the logic
of argumentation to identify the results of single independence tests that are not
consistent. This approach can address both false negative and false positive errors,
but does not use likelihood to determine the possible value of those improvements,
instead relying solely on logical consistency and the p-value of the test. Steck and
Tresp [89] and Badea [8] use the logical inconsistencies among oriented edges to
identify and resolve possible errors. Both of these approaches are conservative and
remove orientations when there are conflicts.
An alternative approach to refinement is to use greedy search that is seeded from
the result of the constraint-based algorithm. Abellan et al. [1] describe a refinement
algorithm that also uses greedy search in DAG space as its final step. Spirtes and
Meek [84] use a similar strategy for refinement but search over equivalence classes
instead of DAGs. Neither of these algorithms utilize the learned constraints during
the refinement and are not optimized for structural accuracy.
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7.3 Greedy Relaxation Algorithm
7.3.1 Overview
Here I present a simple greedy algorithm for constraint relaxation, called Relax
(Algorithm 4). I show in Section 7.4 that this approach for relaxation leads to signifi-
cant improvements in the structural accuracy of learned models. The algorithm starts
by running constraint identification to learn constraints followed by edge orientation
to produce the starting structure. After the first model has been identified, Relax
uses a local greedy search over possible relaxations of the constraints. Each time
through the while loop, the algorithm chooses the single constraint which, if relaxed,
leads to the largest improvement in the score. I use the BDeu score to score models
[44], but any similar penalized likelihood score could be used in its place. If the best
relaxation produces a model with a higher score than the current best model, then
the relaxation is applied to the constraints and the algorithm continues searching for
additional relaxations. If no relaxation leads to an improvement, the algorithm halts
with the current structure.
To make this search possible, the constraints described in the previous chapter (see
Section 6.3.1) are augmented by an explicit representation of the set of dependence
constraints implied by the lack of independence constraints between a pair of variables.
With these additional constraints, the absence or presence of each possible edge in the
network directly corresponds to a single constraint. Due the direct correspondence
between constraints and edges, the Relax algorithm is, at its core, a search over
undirected skeletons. To relax a constraint, I simply toggle the corresponding edge in
the current network and update the sepset accordingly. If a constraint is toggled from
dependence to independence, the sepset is set to the empty set; if it is toggled from
independence to dependence, the sepset can be ignored since the edge now exists. I
then orient the edges based on the current formulation of constraints.
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Relax combines aspects of constraint-based, hybrid, and refinement algorithms
for learning the structure of Bayesian networks. Relax uses constraints to orient
the edges like a constraint-based algorithm, but also incorporates a penalized likeli-
hood score into model selection like a hybrid algorithm. Relax is also a refinement
algorithm as it runs a constraint-based algorithm (Edge-Opt) to completion before
attempting to refine the results via relaxation. By combining the strengths of mul-
tiple approaches, the Relax algorithm is able to achieve higher structural accuracy
than any single one of these approaches.
Algorithm 4 Constraint Relaxation
procedure Relax(Data)
C = Learn-Constraints(Data)
B = Orient-Edges(C)
S = BDeu(B,Data)
B∗ = B, S∗ = S,C∗ = C
updated = True
while updated=True do
updated = False
for c ∈ C do
// Relax the constraint
C ′ = C\c
B′ =Orient-Edges(C ′)
S ′ =BDeu(B′, Data)
if S ′ > S then
B = B′, S = S ′, C = C ′
end if
end for
if S > S∗ then
B∗ = B, S∗ = S,C∗ = C
updated = True
end if
end while
return B∗
end procedure
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7.3.2 Learn-Constraints Module
To emphasize that constraint relaxation is a general approach, the Learn-Constraints
and Orient-Edges functions that appear within Algorithm 4 are place holders for
any suitable algorithm. For the Learn-Constraints module, any constraint-based
algorithm which produces independence constraints can be plugged into that spot.
To learn the constraints, Relax uses the FAS algorithm. Other possibilities include
MMPC [95, 96] and TPDA [18].
7.3.3 Orient-Edges Module
The requirements for the Orient-Edges module are more restrictive than the
requirements for the Learn-Constraints module. To make Relax a constraint-
based algorithm, the Orient-Edges module must orient the edges using the con-
straints. Since the Relax algorithm also uses BDeu (or other penalized likelihood
score) to choose between models, the results of edge orientation must produce a DAG
or other structure that can be scored using these metrics. Therefore, Relax must
be used with the constraint optimization approach described in Chapter 6 because
that algorithm orients edges using the constraints and guarantees that the structure
is a DAG. PC-Edge is not appropriate because it frequently produces networks with
bidirected edges or cycles. On data with discrete variables, those networks cannot
be parameterized, preventing scoring the models with likelihood-based scores such
as BDeu [87]. To my knowledge, no additional constraint-based edge orientation
algorithms exist.
7.3.4 Computational Complexity
At its core, the Relax algorithm is a greedy search over skeletons; there is a single
constraint corresponding to each possible edge location. At each step in the search
process, the algorithm considers relaxing every constraint, therefore the branching
factor of the search tree is O(n2) since there are O(n2) edge locations in the graph.
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Furthermore, for every relaxation considered, the algorithm also runs Edge-Opt;
therefore, the overall complexity of Relax is n2 times the complexity of Edge-Opt.
This is a polynomial algorithm.
7.4 Experimental Evaluation
7.4.1 Experimental Set-up
We evaluated the Relax algorithm on training data generated from the 4 real-
world Bayesian networks (Alarm, Insurance, Powerplant, and Water) and
25 synthetic networks generated using the BNGenerator (Synthetic). Each of these
datasets is described in more detail in Appendix A. I also evaluated widely used algo-
rithms from four different classes of structure learning algorithms: (1) the constraint-
based PC algorithm [87], (2) a hybrid algorithm similar to MMHC (Hybrid) [96],
(3) unconstrained greedy hill-climbing (GS), and (4) Greedy Equivalence Search
(GES), which searches in the space of equivalence classes. The Relax, PC, and
Hybrid algorithms all use constraints learned using the FAS algorithm. GES, while
not a constraint-based algorithm, has been proven correct in the sample limit. Relax
uses the following setting for the Edge-Opt algorithm: k = 0.5, numRestarts = 3.
I implemented each these algorithms as part of the PowerBayes Java package with
the exception of GES, where I used the implementation in the TETRAD IV pack-
age1. Note that the GES algorithm did not terminate successfully on Water. The
PowerBayes Java package for structure learning of Bayesian networks is described
in Appendix B.
On Alarm, Insurance, and Water, I generated a series of five training sets
at each of the following sample sizes n = {250, 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 7500, 10000}. On
Powerplant and Synthetic, I generated five training sets at n = {500, 5000, 10000}.
1Available from http://www.phil.cmu.edu/projects/tetrad/tetrad4.html
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Every algorithm considered was given identical training sets and used the same held-
out test set for likelihood and BDeu calculations. Since the goal of this thesis is
understanding and improving structural accuracy, the primary evaluation metrics
considered here are compelled F-measure and structural Hamming distance (SHD).
Compelled F-measure is an indicator of the causal interpretability of the learned
model. It is combination of precision and recall of the compelled edges. Compelled
edges are oriented the same direction in every member of the equivalence class of the
learned model. SHD is an overall measure of structural accuracy. It measures the
errors of both compelled and uncompelled edges. I also considered a variety of other
metrics including the number of true positive edges, compelled precision and com-
pelled recall individually, the number of skeleton errors, the number of orientation
errors, and loglikelihood and BDeu score computed on a held-out dataset.
7.4.2 Evaluation of Structural Accuracy
On data generated from the real-world networks, the Relax algorithm produces
models with significantly improved compelled F-measure while maintaining compara-
ble SHD to the comparison algorithms. The learning curves for these results are shown
in Figure 7.1. Learning curves for the additional metrics can be viewed in Section 7.7.
The Relax algorithm performs better than or comparable to the best comparison
algorithm on both compelled F-measure and SHD across all real-world datasets. At
small sample sizes, GS produces models with better compelled F-measure but also
has significantly worse structural Hamming distance when compared to the Relax
algorithm. To test whether these improvements were significant, I again used the
randomized ANOVA test of Piater et al. [77]. This test is designed to determine the
significance of the differences between two learning curves such as the ones shown in
Figure 7.1. The p-values of the Relax algorithm compared to the other algorithms
are shown in Table 7.1. These p-values indicate the strength of the main effect as mea-
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Figure 7.1: Evaluation of structural accuracy using compelled F-measure and struc-
tural Hamming distance.
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Table 7.1: P-values of the differences in compelled F-measure and structural Hamming
distance (SHD) between Relax and the baseline algorithms. Italics indicate that
Relax has worse performance.
Network PC Hybrid GS GES Edge-Opt
F
-m
e
a
su
re
Alarm 0.006 0.006 0.027 0.01 0.035
Insurance 0.01 0.135 0.617 0.052 0.007
Powerplant 0.006 0.087 0.01 0.009 0.488
Water 0.00 0.018 0.094 – 0.157
Synthetic 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.00
S
H
D
Alarm 0.541 0.523 0.007 0.008 0.451
Insurance 0.00 0.733 0.006 0.00 0.53
Powerplant 0.006 0.021 0.00 0.00 0.472
Water 0.00 0.00 0.00 – 0.00
Synthetic 0.00 0.122 0.02 0.00 0.009
sured using 1000 randomization trials. The differences on the Synthetic datasets
are explained in more detail in Section 7.4.5.
A summary of results on the real data (shown in Table 7.2) shows that Re-
lax outperforms the comparison algorithms across all metrics with few exceptions.
Comparing the results from Relax and Edge-Opt indicates that using constraint
relaxation leads to consistent improvements over edge orientation alone. The one
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Table 7.2: Proportion of runs on Alarm, Insurance, Powerplant, and Water
where Relax exceeds the other algorithms on each metric.
Measure PC Hybrid GS GES Edge-Opt
TP 0.884 0.767 0.542 0.731 0.836
Prec. 0.813 0.508 0.842 0.881 0.662
Recall 0.800 0.675 0.367 0.627 0.822
F 0.849 0.683 0.617 0.701 0.773
SHD 0.440 0.375 0.958 0.985 0.364
Skel. 0.111 0.142 0.992 0.985 0.111
Orient 0.813 0.633 0.858 0.746 0.716
BDeu – 0.867 0.017 0.896 1.000
LogLL – 0.825 0.050 0.896 1.000
exception is skeleton errors. Since Relax is permitted to search a larger space of
models, it tends to incur a small number of additional skeleton errors. These errors,
however, are more than compensated for by the corresponding decrease in orientation
errors that relaxation permits.
7.4.3 Likelihood
In addition to producing models with the highest structural accuracy, the Relax
algorithm produces models with comparable likelihood to models produced using a
standard hybrid algorithm on data with and without known structure. However, on
both types of data, straight greedy search exceeds the performance of both the hy-
brid and relaxation approach. These results are shown in Figure 7.2 and Table 7.3.
Note that I do not compare Relax to the constraint-based PC algorithm as it does
not consistently produce models that can be scored with these metrics. The hybrid
approach of Tsamardinos et al. [96] uses a search-and-score approach for edge ori-
entation in place of the usual constraint-based approach. This trade-off is made to
improve likelihood at the expense of structural accuracy. However, as the results of
the Relax algorithm show, it is still possible to maintain (even improve) structural
accuracy and achieve even higher likelihood than the standard hybrid approach. The
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Table 7.3: Likelihood on datasets with unknown structure. Bold indicates a signifi-
cant improvement over Relax.
COIL Credit Letters
Relax -26440.36 -13683.92 -166133.84
PC-Hybrid -26432.79 -13398.88 -159258.96
Greedy Search -26347.85 -13465.42 -158395.92
significant trade-off that the Relax algorithm makes is the much longer runtime
needed to achieve accurate structure. I consider runtime in the following section.
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Figure 7.2: Loglikelihood on generated datasets.
7.4.4 Runtime
As with the Edge-Opt algorithm described in Chapter 6, the runtimes of the
Relax algorithm (shown in Figure 7.3) are significantly longer than the runtimes
of the comparison algorithms, though this is also an upper bound on the best pos-
sible runtime. For each possible relaxation, the Edge-Opt algorithm is used for
edge orientation on the updated skeleton. There are O(n2) possible relaxations for
each successor. As I noted before, Edge-Opt requires many checks of minimal d-
separators to determine how many constraints are satisfied and this is the largest
component of runtime. It may be possible to cache the graphs and reduce the num-
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Figure 7.3: Runtime of the Relax algorithm and the comparison algorithms.
ber of d-separation checks needed; however, that exploration is beyond the scope of
this thesis.
7.4.5 Analysis of Synthetic Network Experiments
For both structural accuracy and likelihood, the results on the synthetically gen-
erated networks are markedly different from the results on data generated from real
networks. The Relax algorithm has better structural accuracy than PC and GES,
but worse structural accuracy than greedy search and the hybrid algorithms. The
algorithms that produce a final orientation by searching in DAG space have much
higher structural accuracy than the other approaches. However, when comparing
the of likelihood these approaches, the Relax algorithm performs much better. An
examination of the parameters of the true networks shows that distributions of the
parameters vary significantly between the real and synthetic networks (Figure 7.4).
The parameters on the real networks depend on the nature of the domain, whereas
the BNGenerator software generates the parameters of the synthetic networks uni-
formly at random [48]. Since both distributions are reasonably plausible to encounter
in practice, it is up to the practitioner to determine which learning algorithm is best
suited to the task. However, it is informative to note that the ordering of the algo-
rithms on likelihood when run on data without known structure is consistent with
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Figure 7.4: Distribution of the parameters of the true networks.
the results on data generated from the real networks. This provides evidence that the
situations were Relax performs better are more likely to be encountered in practice.
7.5 Related Work
One way of looking at the Relax algorithm is as a simple hill-climbing search
with an advanced search operator that applies a single addition or deletion of an edge
in the skeleton, and that propagates that change to the orientations of all remaining
edges in the skeleton. If viewed this way, the Relax algorithm uses an approach
similar to the approach of Steck [88]; however, it chooses an orientation at each step
to maximize the number of constraints satisfied instead of a likelihood score. Because
Steck does not consider any constraints when re-orienting edges, it is only a search-
and-score algorithm. Relax improves the structural accuracy of the approach by
incorporating the constraints into edge orientation.
Relax is a hybrid algorithm that uses a likelihood score to relax both inde-
pendence and dependence constraints, allowing the algorithm to correct both false
positive and false negative errors. This is in contrast to the MMHC algorithm, which
can only exclude edges appearing in the skeleton and correct false postive errors, if
adding that edge does not improve the score. However, MMHC can never correct a
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false negative error, as edges not appearing in the skeleton can never be added to the
final model. Both constraint relaxation and MMHC rely on a penalized likelihood
score to determine which edges appear in the final model.
Existing constraint-based algorithms, such as PC [87], use deterministic rules for
edge orientation. Constraint relaxation for learning Bayesian networks is inspired by
but distinct from constraint relaxation in the partial constraint satisfaction literature,
which emphasizes search in the space of constraints [35]. In this scenario, I am not
only relaxing constraints to achieve a consistent solution but also removing constraints
from the knowledge base that, upon relaxation, lead to increased likelihood of the
global model. Additionally, if some of the constraints are incorrect, then constraint
relaxation would be valuable even if there exists a global structure which is consistent
with the current constraints.
Two recursive algorithms have recently been proposed to interleave conditional
independence tests and edge orientation [99, 100]. These algorithms recursively par-
tition the variables into subsets that satisfy the Markov property and independently
determine separators and orientations for each of the subsets. While these algorithms
combine independence tests with edge orientation, they differ from constraint relax-
ation in one key respect: there is no revision of initial statistical information based
on a global structure or additional statistical information. Revising the independence
constraints in the context of the fully oriented model is one of many opportunities
taken advantage of by constraint relaxation.
7.6 Discussion
Constraint relaxation is a new approach for learning accurate structure of Bayesian
networks. The Relax algorithm is an implementation of a constraint relaxation
algorithm. TheRelax algorithm combines the strengths of three different approaches
for learning the structure of Bayesian networks: constraint-based, search-and-score,
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and refinement algorithms. Relax combines constraint optimization and penalized
likelihood scoring for a hybrid approach to model selection. However, unlike other
hybrid methods that use heuristic search to orient the edges appearing in the skeleton
[2, 96], constraint relaxation searches over skeletons and uses the resulting constraints
to orient the edges. This search over skeletons draws from the refinement paradigm
as each relaxation selected improves the structure of the original model.
The Relax algorithm also produces models with significantly higher structural
accuracy across a wide range of metrics. In particular, using this algorithm results in
improvements in compelled F-measure, which is a measure of model correctness and
actionability of a Bayesian network, but without sacrificing performance on the other
metrics such as structural Hamming distance, where constraint relaxation performs
comparably to existing algorithms. In addition, constraint relaxation produces models
with similar loglikelihood to hybrid search algorithms.
7.7 Additional Experimental Results
This section contains a collection of additional experimental results demonstrating
the effectiveness of the Relax algorithm.
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(a) Compelled Precision: Percentage of learned compelled edges also appearing in the true model
(higher is better).
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(b) Compelled Recall: Percentage of true compelled edges also appearing in the learned model
(higher is better).
Figure 7.5: Compelled precision and recall.
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Figure 7.6: BDeu results of the learned model computed on a held-out test set of
10000 instances sampled from the true model (higher is better).
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(a) True Positives: Number of edges oriented correctly (higher is better).
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(b) Skeleton Errors: Incorrect addition or subtraction of edges in the learned model (lower is better).
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(c) Orientation Errors: Edges where the orientation differs between the learned model and the true
model (lower is better).
Figure 7.7: Additional edge metrics.
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CHAPTER 8
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
8.1 Summary of Contributions
The learned structure of Bayesian networks can be used for guiding future action
and understanding the causal mechanisms of a system if structure learning algorithms
are able to learn accurate structure and certain assumptions are met. Constraint-
based algorithms for learning the structure of Bayesian networks are designed to
recover accurate structure and have strong asymptotic properties. However, given
limited training data, these algorithms make errors and produce inaccurate structure.
The goal of this thesis is to provide understanding into the sources of errors
and improve the structural accuracy of constraint-based algorithms for learning the
structure of Bayesian networks. Structural accuracy measures the ability of an algo-
rithm to recover the structure of the generating distribution, not just approximate
the probability estimates of that model. Constraint-based algorithms work in two
independent phases. First, constraint identification learns a set of independence con-
straints between variables. Second, edge orientation combines those constraints into
a final model. This thesis makes the following contributions towards improving the
structural accuracy of constraint-based algorithms:
• An empirical analysis of all types of errors in the Fast Adjacency Search (FAS)
algorithm. This analysis showed that false negative errors are the largest source
error and no existing solution can adequately solve the problem.
• The first correction, called Power, for low statistical power hypothesis tests
that is able to address all four factors contributing to low statistical power.
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Unlike other approaches for improving statistical power, the Power correction
incorporates the expected effect size into estimates of statistical power.
• An empirical analysis demonstrating a fundamental trade-off between false pos-
itive and false negative errors using different approaches for improving power
that vary in both strategy and sophistication. These results indicate the need
for algorithmic approaches, such as constraint satisfaction, for improving struc-
tural accuracy.
• A new statistical approach using propensity score matching to improve the
power of hypothesis tests used in constraint identification. This approach
combines orthogonal approaches—traditional conditional hypothesis tests and
propensity score matching—into a single hypothesis test framework resulting in
improved statistical power.
• Introduction and implementation of constraint satisfaction algorithms for learn-
ing the structure of Bayesian networks. Constraint satisfaction approaches are
a non-statistical approach for mitigating the effects of errors in constraint-based
algorithms. The two new constraint satisfaction algorithms are:
– An edge orientation algorithm, called Edge-Opt, that uses constraint op-
timization to consider constraints jointly and is guaranteed to produce a
DAG structure. To my knowledge, Edge-Opt is only the second sound
constraint-based edge orientation algorithm appearing in the literature.
The constraint optimization approach is extensible and can support differ-
ent types of constraints, in addition to independence constraints.
– A constraint relaxation algorithm, called Relax, that combines constraint
identification and edge orientation into a single search procedure to im-
prove structural accuracy. The Relax algorithm combines aspects of
constraint-based, hybrid, and refinement algorithms to achieve learned
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models with significantly improved structural accuracy compared to ex-
isting approaches.
There are two key principles underlying these contributions. First, combining
statistical and algorithmic techniques with different strengths into a single algorithm
is an effective strategy of improving the structural accuracy of constraint-based al-
gorithms for learning the structure of Bayesian networks. Second, improvement of
structural accuracy can be made by utilizing all available information. The first
principle is demonstrated by the new propensity score matching approach and the
Relax algorithm as both combine statistical and algorithmic approaches, respec-
tively, to produce more accurate structure. The second principle is demonstrated in
the Edge-Opt algorithm and the Relax algorithm. Edge-Opt considers all con-
straints jointly to improve the quality of learned structure, and the Relax algorithm
integrates constraint identification and edge orientation, allowing information from
edge orientation to propagate back to constraint identification. Conceptually, these
contributions also provide a platform for incorporating more and varied information
into the learning process. Additional statistical tests could be incorporated along with
the propensity score matching, and more advanced constraints could be considered
alongside the independence constraints during edge orientation. These contributions
are the next steps along what is hopefully a long and fruitful path towards improving
the structural accuracy of algorithms for learning the structure of Bayesian networks.
8.2 Looking Beyond
In many ways, the constraint satisfaction approaches presented in this thesis only
scratch the surface of the problem of automated causal inference. There are opportu-
nities to (1) further utilize the interaction among constraints to improve the structural
accuracy of the learned models, (2) explore the robustness of these algorithms un-
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der different learning conditions, and (3) consider alternative metrics for evaluating
causal models.
The constraint satisfaction algorithms presented in this thesis are only the first
steps towards fully utilizing the interaction among the constraints to learn better
causal models. In addition to enabling constraint-satisfaction algorithms, consider-
ing the constraints jointly also enables finer-grained reasoning about the results of
individual hypothesis tests. This type of reasoning might provide an opportunity
to more accurately identify incorrect conclusions resulting from individual low-power
statistical tests and facilitate the creation of additional constraints on the structure.
This thesis examined the performance of structure learning algorithms under
nearly ideal conditions; there are many practical learning tasks which do not have the
same properties. One avenue for future exploration is exploring the robustness of dif-
ferent learning algorithms under less ideal conditions, such as when the data are not
generated from a DAG, contain missing or unobservable variables, or are generated
using a noisy sampling process. If deviations from the standard assumptions can be
encoded via constraints, then these new constraints can be easily incorporated into
learning.
Structural accuracy is the most widely used metric for evaluating causal models;
however, structural accuracy does not differentiate between causal claims of different
strengths. In addition to identifying which causal inferences are correct, it would
be valuable for a learning algorithm to provide confidences about the accuracy or
importance of each link. One possible method for providing confidences compares
the results of interventions on the learned and true models. If an intervention using
the learned model correctly predicts a large effect in the world, then that pathway
should be given additional weight in the model. This would provide additional focus
for choosing among edges in the model.
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Each of these challenges can be addressed by constraint satisfaction, provided
constraints that capture each of these phenomenon can be created. Constraint satis-
faction for learning the structure of Bayesian networks is flexible and extensible, com-
bining different constraints and different statistical approaches into a single paradigm
for structure learning that provides a path to improved structural accuracy and in-
terpretability of causal models.
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APPENDIX A
DATA SOURCES
This appendix details the test Bayesian networks used throughout the thesis and
provides pointers to sources for other Bayesian networks.
A.1 Bayesian Networks used in Analysis
The networks considered in different parts of this thesis are listed in Table A.1.
The table includes the name, number of variables and edges, and other details about
the structure. Recall that compelled edges are edges that have the same orientation
in every member of an equivalence class of Bayesian networks [20]. Each of these
networks has been obtained from a real modeling or decision problem and has been
validated by experts. Citations for each network are included below. The Win95pts
network was developed at Microsoft Research and contributed to the community by
Jack Breese.
A.2 Bayesian Network Repositories
All of the networks shown in Table A.1 were obtained from an online Bayesian
network repository. Four repositories are listed here:
1. Bayesian Network Repository (BNR)
• http://compbio.cs.huji.ac.il/Repository/networks.html
2. Bayesian Network and Decision Graph (BNDG)
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Figure A.1: Distributions of the cardinality of variables for the ten networks consid-
ered in this thesis.
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Table A.1: Summary statistics of Bayesian networks used in this thesis.
Data Name Num. Num. Compelled Avg. Avg. Source Reference
Vars. Edges Edges Degree Cardinality
Alarm 37 46 42 1.24 2.84 BNR [9]
Barley 48 84 75 1.75 8.77 BNR [54]
Hailfinder 56 66 49 1.18 3.98 BNR [29]
Insurance 27 52 34 1.93 3.30 BNR [11]
Pathfinder 109 195 73 1.79 4.11 BNR [43]
Mildew 35 46 46 1.31 17.6 BNR [49]
Water 32 66 60 2.06 3.63 BNR [51]
Win95pts 76 112 100 1.47 2.0 BNR
Diabetes0 19 23 20 1.21 11.21 BNR [7]
Powerplant 45 42 13 0.93 3.0 BNDG [71]
• http://bndg.cs.aau.dk/html/bayesian_networks.html
3. Decision Systems Laboratory at the University of Pittsburgh
• http://genie.sis.pitt.edu/networks.html
4. Netica
• http://www.norsys.com/netlibrary/index.htm
5. Bayesian AI
• http://www.csse.monash.edu.au/bai/book/networks.html
A.3 BNGenerator
Since the datasets from real domains have a limited range of characteristics, syn-
thetic generation of Bayesian networks can be helpful in exploring the space of possible
problems. The BNGenerator software package can be used to generate Bayesian net-
work structures uniformly at random [48]. The package allows the specification of the
number of variables, ranges on the edges, and distribution of degrees of the structures.
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The parameter settings used to generate the networks are listed in the section with
the experimental evaluation.
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APPENDIX B
POWERBAYES SOFTWARE
The PowerBayes open-source software package was developed by the author
as the experimental platform underlying the empirical evaluation of this thesis. The
package was developed to be modular to ease the mixing and matching of different
components for structure learning of Bayesian networks. Other packages typically
implement monolithic algorithms which makes it difficult to pick and choose which
components are used. The modular approach also lends itself to providing unit tests
for the code, and many of the components have unit tests included to ensure the
correctness and consistency of the results.
PowerBayes is written in Java and relies on many other open source libraries
including WEKA, Colt, JUnit, Log4J and others. It is available for download at:
http://kdl.cs.umass.edu/powerbayes/. The package contains implementations of
many popular structure learning algorithms including those introduced in this thesis.
An incomplete list includes:
• PC (broken down into FAS and PC-Edge)
• MMHC
• Greedy Search
• Edge-Opt
• Relax
• Power Correction
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